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SAIS
Evening s
College

Proposed
BY GAYLE COHEN

A proposal to establish an
evening college at the School of
Advanced International Studies
in Washington, D.C. has started a
major controversy there.
Full-time students contend that
the evening students would
crowd the facilities and increase
job competition.
SAIS Dean Robert Osgood

first made the proposal last year
as a possible solution to money
problems. However, in the face
of student and faculty
Opposition, action was put off
until this year when a committee
formed to investigate the
Program's feasibility.
According to Dr. James

Reardon-Anderson, committee
member and Asian Studies
Professor, "Revenue is certainly
only one reason for doing this.
The more important question is:u
should we be doing this?" He
said that the committee must
determine whether establishing
an evening college is a legitimate
function of The Johns Hopkins
University.
Many students feel that the

Program is a moneymaking
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scheme which will mar the
school's prestige and hamper
student employment
opportunities. Peter Satris, SAIS
student and committee member,
said, "We're selling the SAIS
name. We're just printing
degrees."

Mr. Satris added, "People are
really worried about getting jobs.
We still have about thirty people
(last year's graduates) who have
not found jobs since June. The
government bureaucracy can
only take so many." Students
also fear that evening graduates
would have less trouble finding
jobs because they would tend to
have more work experience than
graduates of the full-time
program.

Mr. Satris also feels that the
evening college will have lower

standards. He commented, "It's
very hard to get into SAIS, This
year's incoming class had an
average GPA of about 3.85." The
admissions criteria for the
evening program have not yet
been finalized.
The proposed requirements for

receiving a degree from the
evening college are completing
twelve courses and writing a
master's thesis. Under the day
program, students must complete
sixteen courses (one more
semester than the evening
program would require), pass an
oral exam, and pass a strenuous
language requirement. The
deletion of the language
requirement angers students
because many consider that the

Coned on P. 3

Maryland Censors
cancekti owing of

eroiic6rnoviës

Hart speaks on politics and tube
by Chris Stutz

Senator Gary Hart from
Colorado addressed an audience
of about three hundred Monday
afternoon in the sixth of nine
segments of the Milton S. Eisen-
hower Symposium on television.
Senator Hart discussed the role
that television plays in the
political campaigns, as well as the
resPonsibility that the medium
has to report on the significant
activities of elected officials.
Mr. Hart, who managed

George McGovern's unsuccessful
Campaign for the presidency in
1972, stated that about 16 to 20
million dollars ( or 75% of the
total funds) were spent by the
McGovern camp for major media
Pr.omotions. Approximately 12
11111110n of these dollars weredevoted to television ad-v
ertising.
He contended that

Campaigning politicians must
serve the television industry
rather than the reverse, as Hartfeels it should be. He cited
Several incidents in which the
,mcGovern people went to greatlengths to accomodate the press,often Planning their promotional
events so that they fit the timeand content frameworks adhered

to by the television news
departments.
Senator Hart praised

journalists for the most part,
calling them "highly qualified"
and unbiased, yet he spoke

-11101w

caustically of news managers in
general. He accused them of
transgressions such as editing
news footage in favor of a
candidate, and of less pardonable
sins, among them a preference
for the sensational. He referred
repeatedly to Joe McGinnis' The
Selling of the President, 1968 (an
excellent account of
candidate-media interplay), and

Daniel Schorr's Clearing the Air
as valid sources of current
information on this topic. -
The senator feels that the

political process itself is
misrepresented by the television
news programs. He stated that
the strength of government lies in
its content, while television
emphasizes form alone and
virtually ignores content. He
criticized what he perceives to be
the industry belief that a good
story must be "visual, it must be
new, and it must be simple" .As a
result, says Mr. Hart, much
important material is excluded
from the news because it is
judged too complex for
widespread public consumption.

Mr. Hart disagrees with this
policy. He cited a CBS news
story from a few years ago
concerning the Russian wheat
deal as an excellent example of
instructive news broadcasting. In
a series of nightly spots on the
evening news, the intricacies of
the wheat deal were explained by
Walter Cronkite, with the aid of
colorful charts and graphs.
Senator Hart praised this attempt
by a network to appeal to the

C011ed WI P. 17

The Maryland S
Censors voted Thursdp
permit the Senior Cla
"The Best of the Seco
York Erotic Film Festival" this
weekend.

Mrs. Mary Avarra, Secretary of
the Board, said, "The film was
sickening, disgusting, and gross.
It makes Deep Throat look like
Walt Disney." •
The Board of Censors uses

Article 66A of the Maryland
Code in evaluating obscenity.
According to Section 6, "a
motion picture film or view shall
be considered to be obscene if,
when considered as a whole, its

•*•4;

2 3 Agii
BY DA ,INIkE°C acts of sexual immorality, lust or

•leyoz1n*, or if it expressly or
, presents ouch acts as

-ter strabl acceptable or proper-
omr4atte.rnf • behavior." The Board, - .
ew- -Bo takes into consideration such

criteria as whether the film is of
any redeeming social value and
whether or not it conforms to
prevailing community standards.
Andy Albstein,. Chairman of

the Senior Class Film Series,
stated that the Chaplain's Office
had previously shown the film on
campus in 1973. The Board of
Ctiemne.sors took no action at that

According to John Oster,
Deputy Attorney General of
Maryland :`The board did hear

"The film was sickening,
disgusting, and gross.
It makes Deep Throat
look like Walt Disney."

calculated purpose is
substantially to arouse sexual
desires, and if the probability of
this effect is so great as to
outweigh whatever merits the
film may possess; if its exhibition
would tend to debase or corrupt
morals; if its dominant purpose
would tend to debase of corrupt
morals; if its dominant purpose
or effect is erotic or
pornographic; or if it portrays

about the (1973) film, but only
after it had been shown. There
were complaints later, but we
were powerless to stop the
showing."

Oster also stated that the
Chaplain's Office is more likely
to fall under Section 23 of
Article 66A. Section 23 defines
what groups will be exempted
from the article.

Coned on P. 3

Alternatives
by Cameron Munter

In an effort to focus the
attention of the Hopkins
community on the possibilities of
innovation in teaching, the
History Department's Graduate
Student Association has arranged
for a series of presentations
throughout the month of
November. The series, entitled
"Alternatives to the Lecture
System," will feature prominent
scholars from many fields who
will share their ideas on
progressive education. The
program will be of interest not
only to those who plan a career
in education, but also to those
who bear a general interest in
higher education. 

The innovative teaching
colloquium series is a result of
the efforts of John Spears, a
graduate student in History, and
Dr. A.J.R. Russell-Wood,
professor in the History
department. With the assistance
of the Graduate Students
Association, they arranged to
bring eminent scholars to
Hopkins whose use of innovative
instruction had received notice
among the academic community.
The scholars chosen are not all
historians, but rather will
demonstrate the methods they
-have used to teach fields as varied
as religion and psychology.
The series will begin on

Cont'd on P. 17
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Opinion>
To the Editor:

Hopkins is boring, so:
Just for fun, let's pretend that we're on the staff of the

News Letter and condemn fraternities.
Just for fun, let's pretend we're jocks taking an

Evolutionary Biology course and cheat like hell.
Just for fun, let's pretend we're in the SAC-Union

Desk-Spring Fair clique and point our noses skyward.
Just for fun, let's pretend to be Marxist Political

Science professors.
Just for fun ,let's pretend to be on the lacrosse team

and take advantage of our God-given rights to break
windows, kick down doors, and moon the dome at the
Rat.

Just for fun, let's pretend to be minority students with
a 2.79 GPA and get accepted to 23 of the 24 Med-Schools
we apply to.

Just for fun, let's pretend to be university presidents
and change the calendar.

Just for fun, let's pretend to be members of a fraternity
and sit around and make threatening phone calls.

Just for fun, let's pretend to be members of the Gay
Caucus and the BSU and fight for our rights.

Just for fun, let's pretend to be God and start all over
again (Or do you have to work at the Union Desk first).

Sincerely yours,
Mahmoud Mustafa.

To the Editor:

It appears that the varsity football player has been
misunderstood by the News Letter. Andrew Cohen's
article "Such a Great Shame" is a good example of a
writer taking a cheap shot at a program he knows
absolutely nothing about. It would be a mistake to

dignify the article by pointing out each obvious flaw, but

its intent needs to be attacked.
How do you calculate the success of an athletic

program at Hopkins? Andrew Cohen's yardstick could be
used to measure a Division One football team, but to
judge the Johns Hopkins football team by the number of

fans in the stands or even the won-lost record is to

completely lose perspective on what Hopkins athletics is

all about. The football program at Hopkins is a vehicle by

which a group of students can expand their college

experience beyond just academia. It's an opportunity for

them to do something which very few students have the

chance to do. That's why the Athletic Department at

Hopkins is geared to the student as a participant, not as a

spectator as in a big-time athletic program. They have to

be students and athletes, not either/or, and the time

involved forces them to sacrifice the degree of excellence

they could achieve if they specialized in one or the

other.Nobody likes to lose. We know—we played on

winners and losers at Hopkins. But when these players

look back on their careers it won't be the number of fans

in the stands or the won-lost record that stick out in their

minds as much as the experience of actually competing.

It's too easy for the Andrew Cohens of the world to

hurl their gutless barbs at these athletes, to call them

"disrfial" and "worthless, and worst of all to attack the

coaches who make a career out of providing students with

athletic opportunities. It was Theodore Roosevelt who

said, "It is not the critic who counts. nor the man who

points out where the strong man stumbled, nor where the

doer of deeds could have done them better. On the

contrary, the credit belongs to the man who is actually in

the arena—who knows the great devotions, the great

enthusiasms, who at best knows in the end the triumph of

high achievement. However, if he fails, at least he fails

while daring greatly so that his place shall never be with

those cold and timid souls who know neither victory or

defeat."
Good luck against Moravian.

Brian Coulter,
Michael Rhodey

Co-Captains,1976 Hopkins Football

By Tom Dahlberg

During the week of October 15th, NBC reported that 35%
of all American adults claim to be "born again"
Christians. This means that there are roughly 40 million
evangelicals in America- a figure that does not even
include teenagers. This is an amazingly large bloc of our
culture which must spread its pluralism over the 65%
remainder of the adult population, much of which is at
least nominally Christian anyway. In fact, if you s plit up
that 65% into its various secular and religious components
it is probably the case that no single group is as large as
this unified consistory of evangelicals. Hence the
evangelicals probably constitute the strongest moral force
in America today. NBC has already noted their growing
influence in political and economic affairs. In my opinion
it is no overestimate to claim that growing evangelical
radicalism may reshape the character of Western culture
in the near future. It will do so by properly identifying
the West as a post-Christian culture and revitalizing it with
conservative theology.
The evangelical community's power is not based solely

on numbers; it is also based on the genuine practical
relevance of its existential approach. Evangelicalism has
grown and will continue to grow because evangelicals have
successfully articulated the Christian world view as a more
adequate account of human experience than that offered
by modern naturalism and liberalism.
The evangelicals are presently engaged in war

production; this is exactly how many of them view their
struggle to win spiritual and intellectual hegemony. This is
a community which is fundamentally alienated from,
disgusted with, and in explicit conflict with, the culture it
thrives in. It will apply increasing moral pressure to the
culture, pressure that will be meant to turn out
permissiveness and reestablish moral authority in
explicitly religious terms. Many young evangelicals, such
as myself, believe that it is no longer a matter of Christ in
this culture but of Christ against this culture. I think that
Jimmy Carter's evangelicalism is innocuous, and
innocuous precisely because Carter is politically
entrenched. Carter cannot afford to be too offensive as a
politician. His position, of necessity, is the Christ in
culture position and at this point in the history of the
West it makes him a self-deluding cuckold. Many people
cannot take Carter's religious convictions seriously
because out of political necessity he builds bridges to the
world by moderating the passion of his moral stance. He
chides government employees ever so gently and
humorously, hoping that they will get married instead of
"living in sin." He knows that he will not be taken
seriously. Carter is like a naive Sinbad building bridges to
that cute old cyclops across the way ( who already has his
spit turning.) If you do not think this is an apt simile;

rememberCarter's Playboy interview; he seemed to believe
that honest confessions of lust would be strategically
normalizing. The media , were gracious enough to make
laughing stock of them. Norman Mailer in.his New York
Times Magazine article written during the campaign,
discerned a certain artificial and pathetic effort of Carter's
part to achieve some sense of the world's normalcy in his
(Mailer's) eyes. Carter's religion, in front of the journalists
and the cameras is not passionate; it comes off like an
aesthetic motif. As a young evangelical, I .think it is
imperative not to make Carter's mistake: it is important
to accept my fundamental alienation from the world and
condemn it passionately where it is morally absurd. It is
important not to become entrenched. In the end the
contemporary Christian, like the primitive Christian, may
have only the church. (But this is enough, for the church
is where he is loved and respected. In fact, the
distinctively evangelical church is one of the few places
left in the world where people still love and respect one
another. This accounts for the amazing growth of
evangelicalism.) This is not to suggest that the evangelical
church is a fortress, but rather an army tilat is well awar.
of the fact that it will have to take care of its own.
The young evangelical will very ofter insist that within

this cultural context he is radical. This is a conception of

himself that belies any fortress view of the church. He is
often of the opinion that the church was fortressed, or
asleep (not dead). In fact he may admit that the church
was lulled to sleep in the world's very own chambers by
liberal theology. (Theology of an all too imminent.
character.) But it has slept restively, disturbed by deep
abiding doubts about the lack of emnity between it and
the world while in the surrounding chambers values were
slaughtered by naturalism or stretched thin on
procrustean ideological beds. In still other chambers the
new born were turned into the polyethelene children of
science with no healthy rebellion left in them- rebellion
with an eye to spiritual survival. But now the young
evangelical, so often a surviving child of the sixties and
the best parts of the Jesus Movement is waking the church
up. It is still a bit frightened by the nightmares, but is in
a strategic position-the middle of the castle (middle
America itself). With a little bit of stealth from the rear it
may sneak into the psychological, sexual, philosphical and
religious chamber around it and whisper into the world's
ear, "Just maybe, just maybe God is not an infinitely
tolerant liberal." When the old culprit turns around to

find out who said it he will discover a very determined
and strong young man.
Of course I am talking about a spiritual struggle, not a

political one. The Catholic mistake was to cash in the
Church's spiritual power for political power which
contains the statist tendencies a young evangelical would

wish to avoid. The evangelical is convinced that his most
potent weapon is human nature itself, a factor that will be
utilized in order to achieve primarily moral goals, not
political ones. '

Like the Marxist, the evangelical believes in the
inevitability of victory. In fact, he considers Marxism
something like a Christian heresy because it utilizes the
idea of an historical consummation along with a plan of

universal salvation. Marxism, from the evangelical
standpoint, represents an alternative religion, and is itself
the "opiate of the people" offerering materialistic

salvation to essentially spiritual'creatures. The evangelical

opposes himself to any purely secular plan of salvation as

vicious nonsense.
In the near future the conflict between a growing

evangelical radicalism and the world around it (a world

evangelicals consider morally absurd) will become more

and more explicit. In fact, it may rage. Many people will
bemoaa the loss of our insipid cultural

quiescence ( based on a temporary satisfaction with sex,
ludicrous television, sports, good business, pulp novels

and pop psychology). But whether anyone likes it or not

men as men will seek transcendence and meaning as it is

formulated by essentially or waolely religious paradigms.

But whereas the human drive toward transcendence and is

ineluctable the drive toward goodness is not. This is why
the world is always pregnant with radical evil as well as

sublime goodness. Men will have a metaphysical romance

even if the only one they can get their hands on is evil. If

one is not brought to them by a Jesus they will take one
from a Hitler or a Marx. Any view of man that fails to

re coguizethis is naive nonsense- nonsense for the sort of

fools who never dreamed that Nazi Germany or Stalin
were possible in the age of liberalism, and who never

dreamed that some people's resistance to the same could

be as courageous as it was in churches, universities.
concentration camps, and on the battlefield. We will see
extremes, conflict , disorder, hate, persecution, and
alienationuntil, and unless, history is absolutely resolved in
one direction or. another. This knowledge is part of the
religious instinct that has always committed men, and will
always commit men, to world-views with .varochial
concepts (e.g., Marxism and Christianity). To the
individual Christ may bring peace, but to the world he
brings a sword setting father against son and brother
against bother. To the individual Marx may bring peace

(in apurpose), but to the world he brings a sword setting
father against son and brother against brother. In the

midst of this hurricane liberal relativism and

ultra-tolerance is a wind-break made of straw.
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Margita White and
Jim Bouton to close
MSE Symposium

The Milton S. Eisenhower
Symposium will conclude next
week with a discussion of the
Federal Communications
Commission and its regulations
regarding television, and a look at
the role of television in the world
of sports.

Margita White, a commissioner
with the FCC, will speak on
Monday, October 31 at 4:00PM
in Shriver Hall: Prior to joining
the FCC in 1976, Ms. White was
Director of Communications and
Assistant Press Secretary to
President Ford. She is a founding
member of the organization
Executive Women in
Government.
One month ago, the Senate

Commerce Committee began
hearings on President Carter's
nomination of Charles D. Ferris
to replace outgoing FCC
chairman Richard Wiley. Two
senior members of the House
Commerce Committee,
Democrats Van Deerlin and Moss
from California, find Mr. Ferris'
qualifications only marginally
acceptable, and would like to see
a nominee with a greater
background in communications.
Noting that the communications
world is in chaos due to
revolutionary technology

(especially satellite technology)
and Congressional revision of
basic communications laws,
Representative Van Deerlin says

that the new appointee "has a
challenge that is almost historic
in proportion."

Mr. Van Deerlin, Chairman of
the House Communications
subcommittee, believes that a
fundamental question will be
"Who will make the policy
decisions, the FCC or the
courts?" In one of the most
active chairmanships in history,
Wiley pushed through "family
viewing" for the TV networks;
restrictions on pay cable-TV's
ability to buy sports and feature
films for subscribers; a plan to
dissolve 16 instances of ownership
of newspapers and broadcasting
stations by a single party in a
market; and a statement that an
album by comedian George
Carlin broadcast by a New York
radio station was "indecent," if
not obscene, and should
therefore be kept off the air.
Each of these important

decisions was either reversed in
the courts or put aside for future
review. According to Jack W.
Fritz, president of John Blair and
Co., which sells television time

Feldman bubbles
David Feldman, daytime

Programming consultant for NBC
and former Professor of popular
culture at the University of
Maryland, discussed yesterday
the role that soap operas play in
d iversifying daytime
Programming. He was
accompanied by Peter White,
Who plays the part of Lincoln
Tyler on the ABC soap opera,
All My Children." The audience

Was a bit slow to respond to
them, but after their brief
comments and a few interesting
and provocative questions from
the audience, an atmosphere of
Spontaneity and community
developed that carried through
the ninety-minute session.

Feldman spoke at length about
the differences between daytime
and nighttime programming.
8astcallY, nighttime shows are
static; the characters don't
change from show to show,because each episode is a
complete unit in itself. Audiences
are denied the privilege of
watching characters develop and

adjust to their problems. No
matter what happens to a
character one week (short of
death), the following week he
will be virtually unchanged. On
daytime soap operas, however,
characters are more realistic.
They experience the same
anxieties and frustrations that we
all face, and by watching them
cope, we learn about ourselves.
We can respect the character who
manages to muddle through an
existence riddled with pain and
loneliness, and he is easier to
identify with than a superhero
with bionic limbs or a cop whose
parrot answers the phone for
him.

There is something unnatural
about a show in which all the
problems that arise (e.g.
alcoholism, cancer, divorce) are
resolved within one hour. Soap
operas deal with real issues in an
honest manner, in a time
framework that is equally real.
This, according to Feldman, is
what the viewer wants.

BY CHRIS STUTZ

and owns several radio stations,
"The big issues are concentrated
in the courts."
Two new FCC_ appointments

were made recently, raising the
number of Democrats on the
commission of four, and putting
the chairmanship in the hanIs of
a Democrat for the first time in
eleven years. The result, says
Broadcasting magazine, should be
a "more liberal FCC."
On Thursday, November 3,

Jim Bouton, author of Ball Four
and a CBS news sportscaster, will
discuss TV and the sports world.
Mr. Bouton, who has played

with the New York Yankees,
Seattle Pilots, Vancouver
Mounties, Houstati Astros and
Oklahoma City '89ers, left
baseball in in 1970 to become a
sports correspondent with
ABC-TV in New York, At the
time, his first book Ball Four was
a best-seller.

Mike McGrady of Newsday
wrotetuat Ball Four "did about
as much for baseball as ice did
for the Titaiiic. Exactly what it
did was treat baseball players like
human beings instead of mythical
heroes." Mr. Bouton's second
book I'm Gland You Didn't Take

it Personally described the
repercussions he faced following
the publication of Ball Four.
The book is discussed in

Gallery magazine: "An
immediate bestseller, Ball Four
outraged both the baseball
establishment and those fans
who consider locker rooms only
slightly less sacrosanct than
houses of worship."

Mr. Bouton will speak at 4:00
PM in Shriver Hall. A public
reception in the Clipper Room
will follow his talk, and all are
invited to attend.

BY CHRIS STUTZ

Erotica
Coned from P. 1

The section states in part,
"This article shall not apply to
any noncommercial exhibition of
or noncommercial use of films or
views, for purely educational,
charitable, fraternal, or religious
purposes, by any religious
association, fraternal society,
library, museum, public school,
private school or institution of

learning."
Mr. Oster said that the Senior

Class is not an educational
institution in itself. However, to
date, there has been no definitive
court cases concerning what
constitutes either
noncommerciality or educational
purposes.
Mr. Albstein commented, "It

does make an interesting
difference that the Chaplain's
Office can show it and I can't.
The same people are going to see
it in any case."

The Second Erotic Film
Festival consists of animated and
non-animated short features.

According to Mr. Albstein, the
film's distributor has said that
the movie would pass the Board
of Censors. After a private
viewing, Mr. Albstein decided to
submit the film to the Board.

Mr. Albstein says that he does
not plan to appeal the decision of
the Board to the Circuit Court of
Baltimore City within the three
days permissible by law.

If the state were to prosecute
Mr. Albstein, any officials of the
Film Series, projectionists and
ticket takers might be liable.
According to Mr. Oster, the
University would probably not
be so subject to legal proceedings.

"We're selling the SAIS name.

We're just printing degrees."

Coned from P. 1

most difficult part of *the
curriculum.
Some of the proposal's

supporters expect the program to
attract high-level government
officials and Washington area
lawyers. However, Mr. Satris said,
• He commented that Saturday

sessions would appeal more to
executive types than would

evening classes. He added that

students would probably support

the opening of a summer school

or the renting of classrooms to

the Homewood Division's

Evening College so that it could

establish a branch.
The opening of a Saturday

school would preclude the

crowding which students fear will
accompany the implementation
of the proposed evening plan.
The proposal came from the idea
of utilizing the classroom space
that went unused in the evening.
However, that did not take
account of other facilities, such
as the library, which is one of the
student's main objections. They
predict that the additional
students' presence in the library
and use of the books will detract
from the library's usefulness to
full-time students.
33 1 students are currently

registered at SAIS with the
evening college, according to Dr.
Reardon-Anderson, "The initial
target is for 80 course
enrollments, with an eventual

'ceiling of perhaps 250 course
enrollments."
The official decision on the

evening college awaits the report
of the investigating committee.
The committee is studying
numerous possibilities and
alternatives to the original
proposal. Dr. Reaidon-Anderson
said, "We assigned a number .of
people to make reports on all
facets: academic standards,
admissions, relations to
Homewood, etc." The committee
is also studying similar programs
at tohter universities and the
alternative of all-day Friday and
Saturday classes.
The original proposal called

for the evening division to open
next September.
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A Fabulous, Fantastic
Adventure

In The Wonder
of And

FANiarkitiC PLANET
Cr-'01

:11%.141.41 I) IS 144 /UN

From the classrc animated film
"Fantasia,- comes the -Rite of
Spnng- sequence showing the
creation of the world

"A haunting, harmlessly ambiguous cosmic doodle."

— Washington Post

In The Wonder (Car

itlititOtikE0*
40.7

41‘.

The Fantastic Monster
Flesh-Eating Animals and Plants!FA11161R CORMAN 

sC PLANET
METROCOLOR • 'PO

Jolifts HopkiNs UNivEasiry

• OCTOBER 28 & 290
•SHRIVER HALL*

*MIDNIGHT ONLY!.
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(HIGHEST RATING) — Kathleen Carroll, New York Daily News

"THE BEST PICTURE OF THE YEAR!
AN OVERWHELMING EXPERIENCE. A SURE BET TO SWEEP
THIS YEAR'S OSCAR NOMINATIONS." _David Sheehan, CBS-TV

THE BEST
I'VE SEEN
SINCE

'CITIZEN
KANE'!"

—Rona Barrett
ABC-TV

AYE DUNAWAY WILLIAM

By
PADDY CHAYEFSKY

"THE MOST
FRIGHTENING
EXPERIENCE
I'VE HAD IN
YEARS. IT
LEFT ME
NUMB."
—Rex Reed

.>9.'
METRO GOLOWYN AYER present

HOLDEN mPETER FINCH ROBERT DUVAL
NETWORK

Directed by SIDNEY LUMET

SHRIVER HALL
FRI & SAT OCT 28 & 29

7:30 & 10:00
admission $1.00Brought to you by the Student Council Film Series
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THE SENIOR CLASS FILM SERIES
PRESENTS

A RALPH BAKSHI DOUBLE FEATURE!!
TWO FOR THE PRICE OF ONE!!

THE NINE ILVES OF
FRITZ THECAT

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
7:30, 10:00 & MIDNIGHT SHAFFER

ADMISSION $1.00 SENIORS
THAT CAT IS BACK!

and it's a whole NEW trip!

3

$.75

HALLOWEEN FLICKS!!!

FROM•CE RAMA

RELE ASING

Michael Sarrazin
Jennifer O'Neill

The Reincarnation
  Of Peter Proud  
/MOVI E of the year!

"The most exciting movie
Steve Arvin, KMPC [}1.14T-T.T-11].

Monday, October 31 SHRIVER HALL
PLUS !!!

RP,* sPeCtocuiprs
Abusement Park Doom of Dracula

Frankenstein Meets the Wolfman

10 PM and 12:15 midnight

...with some Fabulously Funny ,New Friends and Funky New Adventures! Admission $1.00
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Ginsberg
Journals, Early Fifties, Early Sixties by Allen Ginsburg,
Gordon Ball, editor. Illustrated 302 pages. Grove Press,
New York, Ten dollars. Available at JHU (Follett)
Bookcenter.

There is, one would suppose, a certain
amount of the voyeur in us all; a degree of impolite
curiosity that makes reading other people's mail or
diaries so amazingly delightful. Of course, most of us can
cover for our fetish, murmuring something convincingly
academic about, "it's, you know, research." But, just as
gossip often masquerades as news, so too are the motives
of many scholars less honorable. (One thinks with a sense
of bemusement of Richard Elliman's inclusion of some,
but not all, of Joyce's racier letters to his wife, which he
dismisses in his scholarly fashion as "sexual surrogates"
for the then-parted Joyces. Making these available for
comparison to the pornography used in Ulysses seems

straightforward enough reasoning from a scholastic

perspective, yet one cannot ignore their entertainment

potential at parties.)
In that sense, the Ginsberg journals are a

disappointment. One expects to read page upon page of
anecdotes about Kerouac, Burroughs, Carr and Casady,
but finds little of any real interest. Rather than relate day
to day events, and leave the reader with a sense of the
period and those people, Ginsberg (and, to an extent,
Ball, through his editorial powers of exclusion) leaves us
with a reflective, yet not totally illuminating portrait of
Allen Ginsberg.
The description of a chance encounter with Welsh poet

Dylan Thomas serves as an example. The reader is told
that the account was set to paper a mere forty-five
minutes after Ginsberg had left Thomas in a cab. Ginsberg
describes the episode in a rambling, chronological
sequence of notes, recalling bits of conversation, chunks
of atmosphere.

Unfortunately, there is little of Dylan Thomas in the
account. Apart from his apparent desire to watch two
girls "do a trick," there is little insight. Rather, what we
see is Allen Ginsberg, the young poet, who is so eager to
impress the celebrity he has chanced upon that he winds
up getting thrown out of a bar, considers getting two:
friends to perform the "trick" Thomas appears interested
in,and finishes the evening alone, feeling rather foolish.

But after all, these are journals, not memoirs. Even
though there are conversations sprinkled throughout, the
orientation of the book is intensely personal, yet

somehow enough removed from the singularity of

Ginsberg's own existence to be of intere-t to the general

reading public.
And, of course, there is that spectre of academe, the

variant reading, whichmakes the journal a sure-seller
among graduate students anxiously poring over Kaddish

for some hint of elucidation. Many first versions appear

in the journals, with helpful footnotes or references in the
Reader's Guide (a concise and generally helpful preface
prepared by Gordon Ball) which allow the reader to
locate the later works in which their polished versions

appear.

For many, and this reviewer especially, the high point
of the journals may well be the many dream records
Ginsberg kept. Generally bizarre, typically packed with a
brilliant, surrealistic energy, these dream records almost
make a case that Ginsberg the dreamer is by far more
interesting than Ginsberg the poet.
One could go on. There are some delightful bawdy

;ongs, some set to alarmingly innocent melodies (e.g.,
"On the Good Ship Lollipop"). There is Ginsberg's
surprisingly detailed account of his first peyote
experience. And there are also several exquisite portraits,
iverbal sketches of random scenes that seem almost more
alive than their characters.

In short, a marvelous book, easily suited to a single,
devouring read, or a continuous series of satisfying snacks.

Barth: something with a spark of eternity
BY ROS RESNICK

Ever since that fateful day in the Garden of Eden, man
has looked at nature and asked, "How?" In the beginning
cave dwellers believed in a god of natural disasters, and in,
the twentieth century their descendants are combing the
unconscious to comprehend the nature of man himself.
Traditionally, two philosophies have existed to define the
unknown: mathematics and art. Although these two types
of intuition appear widely different, they have always
been linked. In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries,
'Poets like John Donne, for example, described the "music
of the spheres" to reflect medieval Platonic scientific

theories and also constructed rhymed couplets about

Newton's recently discovered laws of falling bodies. In
other words, math and art use different structures to
explain the same phenomenon, but structure is essential
to both.

Structured writing has also existed since the beginning
of languages. Primitive, passed-around-the-campfire stories
centered on the heroic deeds of the individual or group.

Approaching modern times, frame stories like One
Thousand Nights and a Night, Decameron, and The
Canterbury Tales organized diverse moral and folk tales.
Edgar Allan Poe revolutionized the genre when he
rejected the eighteenth century's ambling, birth-to-death
rogue biographies in favor of rising tide of action, quick

climax, and short denouement. The twentieth century
has introduced a wide variety of styles, including

existential, but structure has always remained important.
In a reading and lecture for "Contemporary American

Letters" students on October 24, Hopkins Writing
Seminars Professor John Barth explained his use of a
Spiral structure in his novella "Perseid" in Chimera. At the
beginning of his talk, Mr. Barth spoke of a connection
etwe en dreams and writing. His emphasis on
constraints" quickly dispelled any thought that fantasy

is upstructured. In "Perseid," a melange of mythic and
LillocleTtr tlletnes, Mr. Barth uses a "logarithmic spiral" as.s
ill Primary motif. First, he explained the story of writingthis 

story within a story; his seven (or more) reasons for
Writing Chimera arose from another, longer work entitled

. LETTERS; Mr. Barth wanted to include two myth-based

novellas in this larger collection. The project seemed to

' have spiralled away with him, however, and he decided to

include a third novella. The Chimera stones get
progressively longer; the third's length is equal to the

• combined lengths of the first two.
The "Perseid" story line weaves back and forth in epic

fashion. Traditionally, epic tales begin-near the climax
and flash back and forth, mingling past and present. In
"Perseid" the action is more complex because the story
begins six-sevenths of the way to the end and meanders
through Perseus' deeds, reminisces of his deeds, and
present adulation as a god via a series of life- recording
nurals, similar to those seen by the hero of the Aeneid.

The panels spiral around the room (his bed is in the
vortex), each panel becoming progressively longer. The
frame that shows his heroic deeds of outwitting the gray

ladies, 'beheading Medusa, rescuing Andromeda, and

turning the wicked court to stone is divIled into seven
parts. The seven motif seems as inescapable as the spiral,
which twists into the !ceiling the bed, and even the
attendant nymph's navel. The spiral may also represent

the hero's midlife crisis, his endless rehashing of the good
old days. After all, when orie is a hero, there may be
nowhere to go but down—and into a spirillic tailspin.

During the question and answer session, Mr. Barth
expounded some of his writing philosophy. Although he
says he prefers simple stories, he sets upon increasingly
complicated tasks because "I don't think life is simple ;...I
prefer a kind of complexity." He tapped his own feelings
about middle age in "Perseid." Writing is a "metaphor for
our everyday actions; the passion has to be there through
some dialogue of what you experience." Mr. Barth's
reading manner is forceful and fluid. His voice rises and
falls with the action and commentary, and he emphasizes
word choice and word play. He writes very tightly, using a
wide range of precise vocabulary, alliteration, and
verbified nouns. His words combine humor, seriousness,
and story.
The Greeks made their gods superhuman, yet in their

own image. In the same vein man-made fictiorrs truer than
life, yet fantasy is often closer to reality than journalism.
In "Perseid" John Barth has combined myth and life to
create something with a spark of the eternal.

Recent Arrivals at the Bookcenter

Hardback:

Surprise! Surprtse! How the Lawmen Conned the Thieves„
Ron Shaffer and Kevin Klose.

John Berryman: An Introduction to the Poetry. Joel
Conarroe.

Letters on Literature and Politics I912-1972.Edmund
Wilson.

Paperback:

Charon's Daughter. Nancy Cummings De Foret.

An Irreverant Social History. Frank Muir.

The, Reality of God. Schubert M. Ogden.
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"LOOKING FOR MR. GOODBAR,' IS
ONE OF THE STRONGEST MOTION
PICTURES EVER MADE-AND ONE
OF THE BEST! Richard Brooks should get
two Oscar nominations, one for his screenplay,
one for directing. And Diane Keaton should get
the Oscar to take home as best actress of the

year in this UNFORGETTABLE, HIGH-
IMPACT FILM"-Liz Smith, New York Daily News

A FREDDIE FIELDS PRODUCTION

TUESDAY WELD WILLIAM ATHERTON
RICHARD IULEY RICHARD GERE b, FREDDIE FIELDS
Based on trie ncAel by JUDITH ROSSNER .,,,,,,,,,ScreenricNecteat, RICHARD BROOKS

LOOKING FOR MR. GOODBAR DIANE ICEATON

A,REIT-111-6-10 Re Prparbh iv(ab4e r'"Y"h"Porn P.44 Bcoks
- Sancmach ibum xa.i.we on Coiurnt. ,ecom% an0 teprn

HILLENDALE
Taylor Ave. & Loch Raven

Beltway Exit 29 • 823-4444

 EXCLUSIVE
TWO -

„THEATRE
f'REMIERE

WEST VIEW
6000 Baltimore Ntl Pike
Beltway Exit 15 West

747-6464

ThE JohNs HopkiNs UNivERsiTy

Tkeal-re Hopkins
56Th SEASON - 1977-78

BRiTisli ThEATRE
Nov. 18, 19, 20, 25, 26, & 27

DEC. 2, 3, 4, 9, 10, & 11

'IN CELEBRATION'
by DAvid STOREy

FEb. 24, 25, St 26

MARch 3,4, 5, 10, 11, 12, 17, 18, & 19

`VOLPONE'
by BEN JONSON

ApRil 21, 22, 23, 28, 29, & 30
MAy 5, 6, 7, 12, 13, & 14

AN AGATHA CHRISTIE
THRILLER

JUNE 16, 17, & 18 6:15 p.m. AT EVERgREEN

MIDSUMMER NIGHTS DREAM
by winiAm SliAkESpEARE

Full-TimE JHU, GOUChERr OR PEAbody STUdENTS w/I.D.
SEASON: $6.00 FRi. & SUN. may TickETs: SkRivER HALL

DOOR: $2.00 FRi. & SUN. oNly 338-7159

THE RAT WANTS YOU
SATURDAY NIGHT--BE THERE

(ALOHA)

ZI'D'a I ifill7/11WAIafititf.ri6-71:11'174rAPIVe.f4f, 7.4717f..'//////A

..11Lit
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twinkie eating
arm wrestling
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BY MIKE GIULIANO

"This is a very tough play - something like this you need
eight weeks just to get it together...You could spend six
Years on a play like this and still find things." Jason
Robards on A.Touch of the Poet.

Eugene O'Neill -intended to write a cycle of historical
Plays, but unfortunately he only completed two of these
Plays, A Touch of the Poet and More Stately Mansions,
although cynics would contend that the excessive length
of A Touch of the Poet more than compensates for
Whatever plays were left unwritten.
The first few performances of A Touch of the Poet at

the Morris Mechanic Theater had playing times of over
three-and-one-half hours, but director Jost Quintero has
trimmed the production by at least one-half hour, and as
a result the action is more concentrated, the play less
wordy.

Cornelius Melody, an Irish innkeeper in 1828
Massachusetts, is the main character. lie is played by
Jason Robards, himself no stranger to Quintero
Productions of O'Neill plays, this being his fifth, among
them acclaimed, even legendary, performances in The
Iceman Cometh, Long Day's Journey Into Night, and A
Moon for the Misbegotten.

With stiff bearing, raspy voice and hands shaking from
heavy drinking, Robards portrays Melody as a shabby
figure 

desperately trying to retain some measure of
?entility and dignity. Cornelius Melody's parents were
Irish peasants who gained possession of a castle there, and
as a consequence of their sudden prosperity, Cornelius
Was raised as a gentleman, reading Lord Byron's poetry
and riding with the hunt. Even though he developed a
sense of his aristocratic character, it could not have been astuing, lasting sense, for he cannot forget that his parents
°,,hce lived in the mud With pigs running through the door.
Bt -itiielody, at least for a time, escaped their dreary past,
first in the Irish castle, and then as a major, fighting under
the Duke of Wellington at the battle of Talavera.

For some reason never fully explained in the play,

S000 
Melody settled in Massachusetts, where, it seems, debts
0on accumulated. He is left a poor innkeeper,
surrounded by the rich Yankees who scorn him and thePoor Irish he himself scorns. Melody, his wife and
aughter, recollect his former, nobler life, and much of

theu, pathos of the play derives from their intense
(l_wareness of an irremedial gap between a glorious past
and a squalid present.
To some extent, of course, the past has been idealized,,
elody's triumphs exaggerated, but he did live in a castle,
e Ivas publicly praised by Wellington. Now, as the playo

i Perls, Melody is, to put it politely, an innkeeper, to putt 
bluntly, a saloonkeeper, and instead of Wellingtonoff
eu,ng his praise there is only a fellow7veteran of theSpanish 

tnaior. 
campaign, a corporal at that, who toadies the old

The part of Melody's wife, Nora, is played by GeraldineitZ
6clatd, and a delight she must no doubt be, but

Poet, on the night I attended A Touch of the
.rhoet, her role was played by understudy Louisa Horton.ere 

is, of course, something admirable about an
Huuierstudy stepping in at the last minute and--at least in
wows:vioilgdfilms like All About Eve-- stealing the showhue 

it, but such was hardly the case with Luuisa

Horton. Her voice was not always clear, probably bectise
she spoke much too softly. There wasn't nearly enough
feeling in her voice, not even in those dramatic
confrontations between mother and daughter which
require something beyond a vocal monotone. Instead,
Horton seemed to be doing little more than reciting the
lines.

It was fortunate, at least on a night when Geraldine
Fitzgerald was absent, that Cornelius and his daughter
have much larger, more important, roles than Nora, and I
couldn't help mentally cheering when, in Act Three,
Cornelius shd to Nora, "Oh be quiet. Go back to your
kitchen."
One advantage, I suppose, of a weak Nora on this

particular night, was the further concentration it placed
upon the relationship between Melody and his daughter,
which is, after all, the focus of A Touch of the Poet.

Surely it's hard to imagine any actor or actress stealing
the show from Robards, but Kathryn Walker, as Melody's
daughter Sara, certainly gives an impressive performance.
(She has, incidently, appeared with Robards in two
television specials, The House Without A Christmas Tree
and Thanksgiving Treasure.) When Sara, with her clear,

Touch
of

the Poet
strong, brassy voice talks to her mother, the flat, lifeless
tone of Nora's voice becomes painfully obvious. True,
Nora is supposed to be a relatively passive, maternal
figure, but there is simply no conviction in Nora's lines as
spoken, and consequently, whenever Nora and Sara
converse, which is often, one hardly notices Nora's
presence, and it seems more a long monologue on Sara's
part, broken by pauses--Nora's lines--and then resumed,
sort of Molly Bloom's closing monologue in Ulysses with
Nora as the ellipses.
The plot is propelled forward when dreamy

recollections of past wealth and glory are replaced by a
present opportunity to regain wealth and prestige. If Sara,
played by Kathryn Walker with a boldness and insolence
reminiscent of Colleen Dewhurst's portrayals of O'Neill
women, can scheme successfully and marry Simon
Harford, the poet (but more importantly, a rich poet) son
of an established--at least by American standards--Yankee
family, the castle is regained, so to speak.
Simon, the potential saviour of Sara from her life as a

barmaid, is, potentially, the most important character in
the outcome of the play, but he is never seen or heard,

even though he is lying--doing what?--for over three hours

•

david porter
according to our watches, an entire day according to the
lour acts, on an upstairs bed at the inn, nursed by Sara for
a case of pneumonia contracted while living a
Waldenesque existence in a shack rented from another
poet, Major Melody.

His mother, played by Betty Miller, arrives at the inn,
dressed in a flowing white gown, determined to ascertain
what her blue blood son is doing here in the lower depths.
Melody, somewhat drunk and less than courteous, makes
a pass, to which she responds with venom. Not
surprisingly, when Mrs. Harford meets Sara she warns her
not to marry her son.

Melody, becoming progressively drunker, as the long
day journeys into night, decides to celebrate the
anniversary of Talavera by dressing up in his military
uniform--red shirt, white pants, black boots. When
Cornelius, in this outfit, adopts a self-conscious poetic
stance and recites from Byron, he has a stiff, gruff, stagy
intensity, that's wonderfully funny when done by
Robards, who makes the audience acutely aware of the
extent to which Melody's-pretensions of grandeur are just
that: pretensions, a role to play. Melody's belief (or at
any rate, his will to believe) in his own gentility, is truly
pathetic, and as the action progresses, the roleplaying of
the uniformed Melody becomes more intense.

The Simon family, quite naturally, wants nothing to do
with Irish barmaids and drunkards, so they send a lawyer,
Gadsby (played by George Ede), to Melody with an offer
of S3,000 in cash if Sara renounces all claim to the Simon
scion, and if the Melody family moves further westward,
preferably to Ohio. Understandably insulted by the offer,
Melody, in the best chivalric tradition, rushes to the
Harford estate with a challenge for a duel, despite the fact
that, as Sara reminds him, dueling is now illegal. He will,
as Sara foresees, be thrown out by the servants and the
police, without having laid a hand on Harford.

Disillusioned, Melody destroys his prized mare,
renounces Lord Byron's poetry, vows never to wear the
military uniform again, and staggers into the bar to rub
shoulders and raise a mug with the riff-raff; he goes so far
as to renounce his aristocratic preference for Van Buren
in the upcoming presidential election and endorse the
commoner Andrew Jackson.

Sara may still win young Simon, but she realizes the
intensity of her identification with her father's dreams
and pretences of a nobler life beyond the bar-room walls.
The finest scenes are those between father and daughter,
particularly in the third act, when Cornelius and Sara
argue, standing at opposite ends of a long bar table.
Cornelius banging his chair on the floor to emphasize his
every point, calling his own daughter "Slut" and
"Whore," drawing real shudders from the audience.
something tew actors ever achieve.

Those are the moments, the scenes, that make this
production of A Touch of the Poet worthwhile, and even
if the play is still too lengthy and wordy, even if Robards
is at times perhaps a bit too stiff and mannered, there
remains in memory an image of Cornelius banging that
chair with each indictment of his daughter, there remains
in memory Sara's brogue--her full, earthy, healthy
outcries.

A Touch of the Poet will continue at the Mechanic
through November 8. Then it will be on the road for six
more weeks before going on Broadway.
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Prints and
Portraits

BY CHRIS STUTZ

An exhibit examining the role of portraiture in the
history of prints recently opened at the Baltimore
Museum of Art. Portraits! in Prints: From Diirer to Warhol
is comprised of about seventy etchings, engravings,
woodcuts and lithographs.
The earliest prints in this exhibit are by Albrecht

Diirer, a sixteenth century German who was one of the
first artists to attend seriously to portraiture.. Two of his
engravings appear in this collection. These prints are the
Cardinal Albrecht of Brandenburg (also called The Small
Cardinal) from Dilrer's middle period and a later work,
Frederick the Wise (1524). The exhibition continues
chronologically, featuring the works of Rembrandt,
Ingres, Daumier, French Impressionists, Matisse,
Picasso, and Warhol.

Several themes are prominent in this grouping. Many of
the artists chose other artists for their subjects: there are
portraits of Titian, Rubens, Watteau, Berthe Morisot,
Manet,1 Whistler, and Puvis de Chavannes ( a minor
Impressionist painter). Also included are portraits of
writers and composers by their contemporaries. Examples
are Renoir's lithograph of Richard Wagner, Rodin's,
drypoint of Victor Hugo, two portraits of Edgar Allan
Poe (one wood engraving by Felix Vallotton and another
etching by Manet) and Gauguin's 1891 etching of the
symbolist poet Stephane Mallarme.

Three of the German Expressionist works represented
are self-portraits of Max Klinger, Max Beckmann, and
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Erich Heckel, all dating from the early twentieth century.
A later Rockwell Kent lithograph is also included.
The exhibition is very interesting for its historical

representation of the evolution of portraiture. Particularly
important are the artists' interpretations of their subjects.
Degas' Portrait of Edouard Mane! (1864) depicts Milner

as a contemplative, even saddened indiviudal. On the

other hand, Nicholson's portrait of James Whistler, from
the early twentieth century, represents the artist as very
self-assured, almost arrogant. He stands with his head
tilted back, one eyebrow raised, glaring down toward the
viewer. Rockwell Kent's self-portrait is unusually

disturbing: his bald head is turned toward the viewer's

right, and he stares, his eyes piercing the viewer, as if to

intimidate or warn him.
In preparing a woodcut, sections of a block of wood

are carved away. The ink adheres to the raised parts that

remain, and thus forms the design. In an engraving, the ink

is held in the grooves made by the incision of a "burin"

into a metal plate. When the edges of the grooves have

been smoothed, the ink is rubbed in, the surface is wiped
clean and the impression is made on moistened paper
under very high pressure.
An etching differs from an engraving in that lines

drawn with an etching needle are bitten with acid. The
design is formed in wax ground applied over the metal
plate, which is then subjected to a series of acid bitings.
The plate is inked, wiped, and then printed.
An aquatint is a particular type of etching, produced

by a process in w hich a mordant acid is made to bite not

only lines, but also tonal areas in the metal plate. The
result resembles watercolor in its tonal effects (hence, the
name aquatint). Mezzotints and drypoints are different
types of engravings. A mezzotint is a process of engraving
commonly practiced in the eighteenth century to emulate

the tonal qualitites of a painting. A metal plate, usually
copper or steel, is roughened with a rocking tool which

makes indentations and raises a burr. The burr is scraped
away where lighter tones in the design are desired. In a
drypoint the burr is allowed to remain, producing a soft,
velvety effect.
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Perahia provides angelic Schubert
BY J.D. CONSIDINE

Recently, it has been very fashionable for all sorts of

soloists to become conductors. Daniel Barenboim, the

concert pianist, took up the baton several years back, and
now seems almost reluctant to return to his keyboard;
trumpet virtuoso Gerard Schwarz has recently decided tei
forsake his instrument in favor of the pleasures of the
podium; and of course we are all virtually inundated with
progress reports on maestro Rostropovich, who, in the
Barbirollian tradition, has risen from his cello to take on
the duties of orchestral conductor.

Conductor as Superstar? was how Harold C. Shonberg
of the New York Times rhetorically posed the question,
and indeed it seems that the man with the baton has the

greatest impact and stature in the music world today

(after all, haven't more people heard of Bernstein than
Berman?).

Thus, it comes as a bit of a surprise to learn that pianist
Murray Perahia, who appeared at the Shriver Hall Concert
this past Saturday, was trained as a conductor, yet

decided instead to make his living as a concert pianist.

A wise choice indeed, for Murray Perahia is

unquestionably one of the most intelligent, aesthetically

pleasing pianists on the scene today. His conception is

clear, his articulation precise, and his shading impeccable.

All in all, an almost perfect musician.

Mr. Perahia opened the program with the Beethoven
Sonata No. 4 in E-flat (Op. 7), a piece which is not
commonly played in recitals. Although it lacks the
bravura appeal of the better-known sonatas (one thinks of
the Appassionata), it is none the less a virtuostic work,
relying on dramatic contrast rather than technical
splendor.
Most of us are familiar with the concept of

"orchestral" piano playing, a technique through which
the piano is pushed to its limits of timbre and colouring.
Perhaps because of his training as a conductor, Murray
Perahia has an almost sublime sense of the colouristic
effects obtainable upon his keyboard.

Brilliant, brass-like bursts are played off against
flowing, literally breathing legato passages. One could not
help but sit awestruck, literally lost in the stunning
dynamic contrasts of his Beethoven. The conception was

almost symphonic; perhaps a bit too romantic for that

particular piece, but breathtakingly beautiful nonetheless.

Unfortunately, this reviewer had a few problems with

the Chopin. Mr. Perahia performed all four Impromptus,

and, on the whole, they were delightfully played. One

felt, though, that he was straining for his sound at points

(a colleague observed that he played with the music stand

in place, which would have dampened the sound some

what), and the resounding fortissimo in the Impromptu

Op. 51 seemed forced.
Certainly, he expects a sound of no little ferocity to

emerge from the piano at that point, yet is it too much to

ask that a pianist play with strength, not mere Piunt

force? To be sure, if a bear like Lazar Berman can play

loudly without resorting to clangor, an artist as sensitive

as Mr. Perahia can do better than that.
Redemption came,soon enough, however, in an

effortlessly deft rendition of the Fantasie Impromptu, Op.

74, which was given a crisp, precise, yet graceful

treatment. A perfect marriage of tempi and dynamics, it

was certainly the best of the Chopin.

Like a true showman, however, Mr. Perahia saved the

best for last. Closing the concert with the Schubert Sonata

in A (Op. Post., D.959), he gave an angelic treatment to

an angelic piece, amply showing that Schubert is one of

the truest delights of the piano repetoire.

ut course, it one remains true to the composer's
conception, it is nearly impossible to give a performance
of the Schubert that would not be a delight. Yet Mr.
Perahia transcended mere notes, and came forth with a
reading that struck the soul as well as the ear. Even
though he seemed to tire towards the end of the
performance (yet after playing with such intensity
throughout, who among us would have the strength to

persist?), his emotional and aesthetic visualisation of the

Sonata carried the performatice successfully.
It is not often that a performer does a composer the

justice Mr. Perahiaiseems to lavish, and thus one can only

wait in anxious anticipation for his return.

Pettersson piece premieres
by Mike Giuliano

Sergiu Comissiona prefaced the Baltimore Symphony's
performance of Gustaf Pettersson's Symphony No. 8
Wednesday night with a few remarks on his friendship
with the Swedish composer. Pettersson has been suffering
from rheumatoid arthritis since the 1960's, and as a result
has been largely confined to his home. Despite these
physical ailments, when Comissiona visited him last year
he was impressed with both the vigor of Pettersson's mind
and the quality of his most recent music.
Indeed, Comissiona is the leading interpreter of

Pettersson's work, to such an ex tent that Comissiona
conducted the world premiere of Pettersson's Symphony
No. 9, a work dedicated to Comissiona, who, by the way,
has recorded it with the Gothenburg Symphony.
Pettersson's Symphony No. 8 was recorded yesterday by
Comissiona and the Baltimore Symphony, funded by a
grant from the Swedish government.
The Eighth Symphony, which Maestro Comissiona

called "a masterpiece," is in two movements and lasts
nearly forty-five minutes. Somber, introspective, almost
claustrophobic at times, it seems the sort of melancholic
work an artist confined to a garret would produce. One
way Pettersson achieves this effect is through the use of
long, protracted passages from the lower strings, with an
almost total absence of first ,violins. Although there are
sudden, bold eruptions of flutes and horns, the work
maintains a consistent melancholia that borders, at times,
on monotony. The conclusion, a gradual fade into silence,
could not be more appropriate. More than one yawn was
stifled during the performance, and the applause was not

as enthusiastic as the work, and Comissiona's reading of
it, deserved.

In the second half of the program, Pettersson's Nordic
pensiveness was replaced with Lab's romantic journey

southward to Spain, Symphonic EspagnoL When this

composition premiered in 1875 with violinist Pablo (
Sarasate s(for whom Lab o composed several concertos),
was received with great applause, and it has remained
standard in the violin repertory. Lalo, at age 52, ha

t realized the popular success which had evaded him unt
then, and which he was never to realize again, eve

-though he wrote other romantic, ethnic compositions.
Romanticizations of Spain were in vogue at the time,

whether in Gustave Dore prints and drawings of gypsies

singing and dancing, Prosper Merimee's stories about bull
rings and Andalusian romances, or the premiere of Bizet s

Carmen a m?nth after the premiere of Symphonic'
EspagnoL

One Spanish dance, the Malaguena, characterizes the
movements of Lalo's Symphonic Espagnol, because the
dancers syncopate the measure in a thousand ways,
strin king a variety of rhythms with their heels. VioliniSt

Pinchas Zukerman had a very,. poor start. Although his

high notes were clean and crisp, the lower notes were
often coarse, grainy. He did, however, improve
considerably as the work proceeded, and by the end be
was ably executing passages and changing rhythms, so
that at the conclusion of the piece he was given a lengthY
ovation. The final piece, Maurice Ravel's Daphnis and

Chloe: Suite No. 2, is another orchestral standard. lis
dreamy, pastoral nature was in contrast to the somber
Pettersson and the lively Symphonic Espagnot Hero
really, playing the Ravel composition, the orchestra was

most obviously a tight and cohesive emsemble, in part

because the Baltimore Symphony Chorus, called upon to
deliver a series of heavenly "ohs and ahs," blended with

indeed became, a part of the oichestra, and not 3

complement to it.What was most admirable about the

program was the ease with which Comissiona went fronl

the northern darkness of Pettersson to the southern

lightness of Lab o and Ravel.
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Learn about bow
the school is run

Informal Discussion
with

Provost Dr. Longaker
and

Dean of Students
Jakie Hall

First of a Series
Sponsored by The Class of '80

Today, Friday Oct. 28

in the Glass Pavilion

Time 5:00-6:30 Refreshments

Baltimore's First

'COMPUTER STO
Computers for the Home, School, Small Business

We Carry
-ALPHA MICRO
-APPLE
-CENTRONICS
-COMPUCOLOR
-CROMEMCO
-DIGITAL SYSTEMS
-GIMIX
-ICOM
-IMSAI
-INDUSTRIAL MICRO
-INTERNATIONAL DATA
-JIM PACK
-LEAR SEIGLER
-MICRO TERM
-MIDWEST SCIENTIFIC

-NEVVTECH
-NORTH STAR
-OLIVER
-PERSCI
-POLYMORPHIC
-PARASITIC
-SANYO
-SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
-SEALS
-SMOKE SIGNAL
-SOUTHWEST
-TARBELL
-TDL
-TECHNICO
-TELETYPE-VECTOR GRAPHICS

RENT TIME ON OUR COMPUTERS - APPOINTMENT ONLY

Call for Details

THE
COMPUTER
WORKSHOP

THE COMPUTER WORKSHOP
of Baltimore. Inc.

4005 Seven Mile Lane
Pikesville, Maryland, 21208

Phone: 486-5350

Current Hours: Mon. Purrs. 10-4 pm
Wed, Thurs. Ere 5-9 pm
S(Mirday 9-6 pm

Bring this ad for S1.00 discount on purchases totaling over $10.00

The Milton S. Eisenhower Symposium
Monday, Oct 31 Thursday, Nov 3

Federal Regulation
of Television -

Where do we go from here?

Margita White

Commissioner, Federal

Communications

Commission

14111M1.0411111110041.111.

TV's influence
on the Sports World

Jim B ou ton

Author, Ball Four
Former NY Yankees pitcher

CBS Sportscaster.

4:00 pm Shriver Hall 4:00 pm



Seven passengers are standing, the rest, a sea of

overcoats, newspapers and grocery bags, sit crammed two,

sometimes three in a seat, short pathetic benchesseemingly

designed for more than one, yet not quite two. And so

riding, gaunt faces spread semi-conscious against the

windows, minds propped up by half-rqad newspapers of the

grimy blur of passing buildings.
Silence the chief communicant, the deadened glare of

crowd consciousness consuming each passenger until all

become blurred, the multifaced continuum of seats, floors,

windows, engine, driver. Perhaps the only conversation

comes from the slowdance images from the streets outside,

accelerating and de-accelerating with the irregular progress

of random streetcorners, occasional cars.
Five passengers standing, up three, then down five, so

that the five rejoin the coil of reality that finally comes to a

halt as shoesoles meet sidewalk.

The back curves first up, then down; sultry and

distant among the shadows of the room. A shift of weight,

and yet another side, this one as inviting as before, yet

somehow just as deadened. It is still a desire of shape, not

one of intellect, even though both shape and intellect

passed into meaninalessness hours before, the cold world

weariness of unremitting stupor, which only changes colour

with drink, never size. Sixteen months staring up out of

the blaOcness, although it might have easily been sixteen

days or sixteen years. Perhaps all of the life, the lives of

those shapes drifting into the shadows, another reality

dying into illusion. Sixteen, and none of them really

mattering, no more than the curve of an arm or the softness

of a word. Physical sensations mean so little in a world that

hardly seems physical anymore, and still the shapes call out

to be touched.
Not quite as clear stand the brittle shadows on the plate

glass picture above the cluttered bureau. The clock,

humming stupidly, eleven number-dots glowing serenely

across the room, reading a time no one cares about; a time

only partially a concern of the hands tightening a belt,

slipping on a shoe, reaching for the:keys lying just out of

reach in the darkness.
And then turning, hands, feet, other back, towards a

door not promising light, but merely the hallway, where life

continues elsewhere.

The Walls II" dYing, flaking cheap, dirty off-white
paint flakes fro to ceiling. There is a filth, an almost
smeared sense ° so that the walls seem more like a
poorly printed ahPh than reality. The chips, however,
with their spas 1,t,e underbellies, cry out invitingly,

= "Tear me off! e. 'To the children in the hall they
.4 almost seem t° er) "try one-tastes good!" if only
'Al because of the ing purity of their pristine surface

shining clearer ter than any food they could know.
Yet underne3 tnhe same grime, the same deadwood

reality that
ke 

crashing
thiug:r0ertterZrred and beinetro-staithndeefl,atitsbelow pock-fp —

neither rises rinks from the uneven gait of:-...
right-left-right-1, 'ling past the pool of cold, yellow L.
wino piss to the remaining stairs to the street
below.

ght, stumbling down theilAnd so it t-left-ri
planks, eightee e of the twenty-five, dead cat lying
on the landing., aP over Pauline's pit, six-step drop
named for the aflowed, and, just as yesterday and
perhaps tom° st, the perennial house guard (this
time a bottle e. i'ags for the three hands to fight

s
over), and out 

tre et, the sweet stink of daybreak.)

,

There are five sections to this story. Each section is
independant from the others, and may be read either
seperately or as a part of the larger whole. The sections may
be read cyclically, or randomly, and the reader should feel
free to repeat or delete sections at his descretion.

"No, really, I'm not kidding; he looked right at me
and said so, can you believe it? Right to my face, and here I
thought..." "Well, if you ask me, if you thought in the
first place you wouldn't be here talkin' to me right now.
Ain't I told you before," the shrill viomenvoices fading with
the saxophone drifting out from the bar, obliterated by the
passing roar of number 28, express, fat, stupid suburban
faces rippling by, gazing blankly over their as-yet-unread
newspapers.
"Where the fuck y'all think you're goin' don't ash. me,

'cause all I can tell, you wouldn't even know if you got
there."

!=ki-Fi-4411;: "Yeah? Well how come you ain't...you just sittin' them
- on your fat ass, like some dumb..."

"Who you callin' fat? I tell you, you better get your ass
,;:14,. • where ever the hell you goin', that's all I can," screech of

brakes and rasping trumpet of a sudden-stopped cab, the
driver redfaced, leaning out of his window, gesturing to the
scattering crowd, "What the fuck's wrong with you,
standing out in the middle of the goddamn street?"

At the corner, a pair of legs, packed into form-fit jeans,
turn away in disgust, tile back pockets filled invitingly with
hostility.

There is no only the sleek shine o
poly-molecules and vacuum swept tufts of rayon to glint
and muffle, reflect and absorb the amplified sights
sound of the mahogany cased television. The floor is

44- flat-white cream, a woven sea of softness over the7":---::'-
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dark-stained handlaid floor. The walls are a similar shade, a
antique white not more than three months old, airbrushed
on with numbing precision.

Fitted among the whites, artificially tempered to better;
represent reality, a well-chosen array of synthetic
darkwoods: the Norwegian lamps, the Swedish stereo, the
Danish modern chairs. The fluourescent light from a
fishtank glimmers through the oxygenated water, its cold
smile of life reflected in the hard, dead sheen of an acrylic
tabletop.

0 Face ten inches high, blazing forth in colors even brighter
than life, words flowing mellifluously into the
temperature-controlled living room, into the walls, and bac
again, echoing imperceptably, the still-life sounds of a
dream too real to be lived.
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Graduate and Professional

School Interviews

The following graduate and professional schools will be visiting

Hopkins during the coming weeks. All students who are interested in

investigating the possibility of attending these schools may come to

the Placement Bureau, located in 135 Garland Hall, to sign up for

interviews. Catalogs from these schools will be available at the

Placement Bureau.

Northwestern Grad. School of Bus.

Univ. of Rochester, Grad. Sch. of Bus.

Carnegie Mellon Sch. of Ind. Admin.

Northwestern, School of Law
Catholic University School of Law
Boston College School of Law

Nov 1
Nov 1
Nov 3
Nov 7
Nov 9
Nov 10

OCT. 18 THRU
NOV. 5

JASON ROBARDS
GERALDINE MILO
FITZGERALD O'SHEA
„

libucitOf The ',Poet
--""; EUGENE O'NE11:11

gt,t*
Yfilt ,

JOSE
QUINTERO

BOX OFFICE OPEN
Charge your tickets by phone:

301-727-4103
Tickets available at Ticketron
Group Sales: Nan Rosenthal — 752-1407

THE NEW
MEMANH7
Morris A. Mechanic Theatre

Hopkins Plaza/Baltimore, Maryland 21201

10% DISCOUNT on books*
Students, Faculty,
Seniot Citizens . "Cash Only

Stock Books Only

Special Orders Welcome

516 York Rd.-Open 7 Days,

The Computer Workshop
of Baltimore Inc.

COMPUTERS FOR HOMES, EDUCATION
SMALL BUSINESSES AND HOBBYISTS
-S. W T.P.C.-POLY-ICOM-1.M.S.A.1.-VECTOR-T.D.L.
SMOKE SIGNAL-COMPUCOLOR-SANYO-NORTH STAR
RENT TIME ON OUR COMPUTERS - CALL FOR DETAILS

OPEN
Weds. & Thurs. 5-9
Sat. 9-6

THE
COMPUTER

I WORKSHOP

4005 Seven Mile Lane
Pikesvilte

486-5350

rilina".111.111.11.1111.M.1111111.11.11.1..I.M. 
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REMEMBER HALLOWEEN
WHEN YOU WERE A KID ?

1

bring back the ghosts of
halloween in the 60 's
with BLUE SUEDE SHOES
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 28

9pm —lam

INPARGLASSLION
/MU CAMPUS

ADMISSION: 250 with costume
SOO Wo

BEER & CIDER: 300
CARTOONS: Bugs Bunny & Friends

in the Great Hall
Sponsored by Goucher-Hopkins

news-letter
classifieds

• NEED $70 Olt

MORE PER MONTH?

PharmaKinetics Laboratories is

conducting studies to comPare
different brands of prescription

medicines. Safety and effectiveness

of these medicines have alreadY

been established. If 19-30 years old.

healthy male, you may be eligible 
to

participate. Studies involve an

overnight stay at our dormitorY.

taking a dose of medicine and the

drawing of several small blood

samples by skilled technicians.

Studies are conducted under 
strict

medical supervision. Participants a
re

paid $70 to $250 per studY

depending upon the length of titre

involved. To find out if you are

eligible you must take a 
physical

exam. We pay you $10 for taking,

the first physical. Bring valid ID. 11

interested, call 366-2001.

L A UN D- A - R AMA Laundry and

Drycleaning Services. Free PickuP

and Delivery. Call 760-2477.

MEN! WOMEN! JOBS ON 
SHIPS!

American. Foreign. No experience

required. Excellent pay. Wolidvvicle

travel. Summer job or career. Send

$3.00 for information. SEAFAS'

Dept. E-8 Box 2049, Port A
ngeles.

Washington 98362.

ENTERPRISIN G

UNDERGRADUATE wanted t°

develop a profitable market f

custom brass JOHNS HOPKIP

beltbuckles. Call Dave Griesernal

882-4684.

SPANISH by Native Teachers -

levels, all ages. Private or stria'

groups. 366-2056.

HAPPY

</\
r/‘
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Athlete of the Week

by Doug Johnson

The Atli' lete of the Week is a
new feature of the News-Letter
Sports Department designed to
herald the talents and effort of
the best Johns Hopkins
University varsity athelete of the
past week.
This week's outstanding

ath lete is Joel Hansen,
quarterback of the football team
in their games against Widener
and Georgetown.

Joel, a 5-foot 9-inch, 175-1b.
sophomore from Chantilly High
School of Chantilly, Virginia, is a
down-to-earth, self-confident
Personality. Now wearing no.
11,for Johns Hopkins Joes was a
running back last year, but, in
Head Coach Denny Cox's words,
he was determined to be a
quarterback."
He got his chance two weeks

ago in the game against Widener,
'n which he suc- successfully
completed 11 of 23 attempts for
125 total passing yards.

Coach Cox has nothing but
Praise for his new quarterback.
Joel is an immense competitor,"

Joel Hanson, quarterback

the Head Coach said in an
interview a few days after the
Widener contest, "he is a leader

by example, and the team
responds well to him. He did an
excellent job against Widener."

In talking about that game
Joel felt that "it could have gone
either way. If we had scored on
our last possession we could have
won the game.'. He connected
with Joe Devlin for 6 of those
complete passes, but he goes to
all of his receivers including
"Bert" Bender and Bruce Caine,
whom he describes as a "fantastic
athelete."

Assistant Coach Willie Scroggs
calls all the plays for the
quarterback, but Joel likes to
pass and run the option play
when he can.

Concerning the controversial
editorial appearing in last week's
News Letter Joel said that he was
never quoted directly anywhere
in the Baltimore Sun article. He
said that all he really wanted to
say was that "winning breeds
'confidence." He s noncommittal
about charges of ineptitude

against Coach Cox, and states
simply that he is "a very
dedicated coach, and I don't
think that there is anything he
wouldn't do to produce a
winning football .team." In
reference to the assistant
coaches, Joel believes that "they
are doing as best they can." •
As leader of the offense in the

first victory for JHU this year,
defeating Georgetown 27-20 here
on Homewood field, Joel did not
get many chances to utilize the
air attack, but nevertheless
completed 3 of 5 passes. He felt
that the biggest factor
contributing to the win was the
strength of the offensive line and
the fine running of Bernie Cook
and Kevin Kiefler.

This week Joel travels with the
rest of the squad up to
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, for a
Saturday match-up against
Moravian College. Johns Hopkins
was wiped out last year against
this team, but with Moravian's
loss of a key running back and of
last year's starting quaiterback
plus the renewed confidence or
JHU, chances are good that Joel
and his Blue Jays will chalk up
victory no. 2 of the season.

a.

NCAA Tourney Bid?
BY CAROL HUBER

A strong determination to win
•a bid for the NCAA
Championship and to athieve a
first place finish in conference
play spurred theBlue Jay Soccer
Team to two shutout victories
this week. The first win was a 2-0
victory over the Franklin &
Marshall Diplomats last Saturday.
The second was a 5-0 trouncing
of Widener at Homewood.

In Franklin & Marshall
first-half action, Hopkins play
was sluggish and lackadasical.
The team was unable to get
together a strong offensive line to
mount an aggressive attack on
the Diplomats' goal. However,
late in the half, Junior wing Lee
Friant pumped in an 18-yard shot

basketball team has been chosen

Squad to sing Amen chorus
BY JOHN L. BRANDEIS

Varsity Basketball try-outs
have concluded, and a squad of
fourteen has been chosen by
coach Jim Amen. There are three
freshman, a pair of sophomores,
and six juniors included among
,the team. Although he had hoped
for a larger turnout than what
actually appeared, coach Amen is
satisfied with the quality of his
Personnel. His plans are to mold
a quick team that can play
together. To this end, a three
guard offense will be employed,
with one man at the point and
two Wing guards.

A lack of height may be the
Jays greatest weakness. Playing
against taller teams may present
rebounding problems, but a
combination of zone and
man-to-man defenses will
hopefully contain the opposition.

* * * * * * *

."Small"teams have won
before, and if the team can
perform as a unit, while holding
down the turnovers, another
strong season will result. The
team will be severely tested in its
first outing aginst Duke Uiversity
at Durham, North Carolina.

Sophmore Jeff Erie claims the
team will play well in its own
division (MAC) and due to its
youth gain experience while
showing steady improvement
during the season. With re-
turning stars Randy Lovallo and
Captain Kevin Kabat, the team
has the nucleus to build around.
The team has lost some key
players to graduation, but the
same is true for many other MAC
teams. This should lead to.
balanced play within the league
and the Jays' tough schedule
outside the league should prepare
them well for games late in the
season.

which came off a cross pass from
right wing George Coutros, which
deflected off fellow
frontlinesman Larry McGowan.

In second half action, the Blue
Jays moved • the ball well and
played equally as strong
defensively. Hopkins keeper
Kenny Svesse was able to hold on
and make key saves to keep the
Diplomats 'scoreless. Freshmen
Mike Carney and Frank
Olszewski helped contain the
Franklin & Marshall offense.
Hop iNns second goal came
midway throughtthis half when
halfback Marty Wolf headed the
ball to Frank Olszewski, who
freed the ball toward the F & M
net. Although the first shot
rebounded off a Diplomat
,fullback, Olszewski came back

and again fired the ball, this time
into the right-hand corner of the
net to give the team its 2-0
victory.

Coach Bob Oliver was pleased
in both games with the class,
)oise and diligence the Hopkins
soccer team showed. "In both
games we were faced with
adversity. In the Franklin &
Marshall game we were pressed
for time because our bus didn't
arrive and we were forced to find
other means of transportation; in
the Widener game the rain was
hard and the field was very
muddy. In both situations,
however, we won. I think the
team's hard work is really
showingitself and hopefully it
will pay off in an NCAA bid or
conference win."
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Gridmen
Grill

Georgetown
Hopkins rolls to first win,

27-20
The injury riddled Blue Jay

football squad treated the
abnormally large crowd at
Homewood Field to an exciting
battle when they defeated
Georgetown University 27-20 last
Saturday during parents'
weekend. The victory was the
team's first in six games and they
take this record with them when
they travel to Moravian College
tomorrow to • take on these
gridders of Pennsylvania, who
sport an identical 1-5 mark.

Last Saturday's contest started
out as if the Jays would have to
take defeat once again as the
Hoyas jumped to an early 14-0
lead by connecting on their first
two offensive drives. Faced with
a third and sfort yardage
situation, Hoya quarterback Bob
Sitz rolled out to the left side of
the Hopkins defense. Just before
he was tackled, Sitz pitched the
ball out to junior halfback Andy
Blood who raced 83 yards down
the sidelines for the score. In
their next turn wit' the ball, the

Hoyas marched down field and
scored when Sitz lofted a pretty
25 yard pass to wide receiver
Clayton Wagner in the endzone.
The Blue Jay offense faired

much better in the second
quarter when they tied the game
with 14 unanswered points of
Their own. Once again sophomore

Joel Hansen started as the Jay
signal caller and guided the
offense. In the limited passing
game, Hansen completed 3 out of
.5 throws for 38 yards. On the
ground Coach Denny Cox was
forced to employ the services of
linebackers Kevin Keefer and
Tom Meurer in place of the
injured starters, Ken Bess, John
Railey, and Jerry Faraino. The
key to the running game was the
play of freshman back Bernie
Cook who carried the ball 18
times for 110 yards, one
touchdown.
The first Blue Jay tally came

early in the second stanza when
Keefer capped off a superb

offensive drive with a two yarn
run off tackle. The extra point
attempt by senior Bob DeSim one
went astray and the score stood
at 14-6. Minutes later the Hoya
punter mishandled a snap from
center and the Jays recovered the
ball deep in Georgetown
territory. The other replacement,
Meurer, this time took the short
plunge for the score. Following a
two point conversion run by
Hanse, the Jays found themselves
tied with the Hoyas ag the first
half expired.

Blue Jay defense looked
particularly strong on key third
down pl,ays. Sophmore John

Scully led the defense with 11
tackles.
On their first drive in the

second half the Jays took the
'lead for good when frosh Cook
broke for a 56 yard touchdown
run. This time DeSimone
converted and the Homewood
boys led by the count of 21 to 14.
The fourth quarter offered some
intense excitement for the fatns
who turned out for the game.
Back Andy Blood scored his
second TD of the afternoon off a
five yard run. In stead of settling
for a possible tie at that time,
Sitz and the Hoyas looked for
the two extra points and the

steffen burns

lead. A tough Jay defense broke
up the attempted conversioni
and the Jays continued to lead,
this time 21-20.

Hopkins extended their margin
of victory late in the game when

Keefer busted the Hoya defensive

line and galloped 50 yards for his

second touchdown of the

contest. A fine defensive effort

and a key penalty call that called

back an apparent Hoya score

helped the Jays hold on and take

the victory.
Senior co-captain Doober

Aburn expressed the magnitude

of the victory for the team. "It

was a big game for us to win."'

Hopkins Runners Never Looked Better
The Hopkin's cross country

has never looked better, and the
season isn't even over yet. With
one regular season meet to go
this weekend at Franklin
Marshall, the record is 11-2.
The team is coming off a

four-win streak going into what
will be the toughest race of the
year on Saturday. The only loss
was against Ursinus at
Collegeville, Pennsylvania on
October 8. Dickinson in that
tri-meet proved to be no
challenge. Senior med student
Bill Caldwell from Monteagle,
Tennessee, came in first overall,
blowing away Joe Figurelli from
Ursinus. The problem in the
scoring came when the next man
for Hopkins was freshman
Charles Grice, nearly a minute
and a half behind Caldwell. Grice
sewed up the sixth slot with
other Hopkins runners coming in
8th,14th and 15th.'
The week after that obvious

disappointment was probably the
easiest the team was to have for
the rest of the season. Western
Maryland was here on Wednesday
the 11th. The score of Hopkins.
21, and Western Maryland 38 is
actually no indication of how
badly they were beaten. Coach

Randy Cockey did not even run
two of the top runners, Bill
Caldwell and Charles Grice.
Captain Bob Alworth came in
first followed by sophomore Tim
Whitcombe in third. Freshman

with Ha;1. "He's shown
significant improvement. As a
matter of fact, Brian has
improved his time on the home
course by over three minutes."
Tom Dannals, David Stewart, and
Ricky Swieca also assisted in the
scoring.

That Saturday proved to be
another victory against Towson
and Gallaudet at Towson.

Lebanon Valley came here on
Wednesday the 18th expecting to
win. Jim Kennedy, captain for
the Hopkins team, probably ran
one of the best races of his
career. The course was
lengthened by 1/4 mile in
preparation for the
championships which will be held

on November 5th at Lebanon
Valley. If Kennedy's time for the
extra quarter of a mile was
subtracted from his overall time
on the 5.95 mile course, it would
have broken the record held by
Brian Goss of Franklin &
Marshall. Coach Cockey had this
to say about Kennedy's
performance: "It was the best
that I've even seen Jim do.
Probably the best in Hopkins
history."

Bill Caldwell bowed in taking
second, thirty seconds behind
Kennedy. Bob Alworth, Charles
Grice, and Tim Whitcombe took
4th, 5th and 7th places
respectively. All that winner
Kennedy had to say was that_
"everything just fell into place."

1Sports Schedule for Oct. 27
Football: The Blue Jays will take their 1-5 record to face Moravian
College tomorrow at Bethlehem, Pennsylvania at 1:30 pm. Moravian
College has an identical 1-5 mark.
Soccer: The soccer Jays will travel to Washington College tomorrow
to compete in their second to last regular season contest. The Jays
are assured of some post season action and the schedule for these
games is forthcoming.
Women's Tennis: The Lady netters will compete in their final
tourna- ment of the year at Salisbury College this weekend.
Women's Field Hockey: The Lady Jays look forward to competing
in the BCFHA Tournament at Goucher College November 5-6.
Cross-Country: The long distance men will travel to Franklin and
Marshall College tomorrow for competition to bean at 1:45 pm. ......

Haverford and Washington
Colleges were here on Parent's
Weekend. Again, another victory
for the Hop. Cockey had
expected a greater challenge from
the two teams. "I expected
Haverford to be tougher. With
Caldwell, Grice and Kennedy
finishing 1-2-3, we were assured
of a team victory no matter
where the other runners placed.
Again, it was a significant team
victory."

With this race, the entire team
has .been approaching the typesof
running that they are able to do.
The freshmen are now helping
out seniors Caldwell, Alworth
and Kennedy. According to the
coach, Grice is now beginning to
do the running of which he is
capable. And David Stewart has
shown marked improvement.
A victory this weekend at

Franklin & Marshall will mean a

12-2 record, the best in Hopkins'

history. -Cockey feels -that the

entire season has come down to
the wire.with this meet. "We
either do it or we don't."
Kennedy feels that the team

has nothing to lose this weekend.

"They won't be expecting a
tough meet. They have been

wiping team after team. But their

front runners haven't been reallY
pressured yet. We'll either do as

they expect or really surprise

them. It'll be a super meet."
No matter what happens this

weekend or next at the

championships, this has been a
tremendous year for the
cross-country team. Cockey feels
that it is all due to the
tremendous runners that the
team has been blessed with this
season. "It's all attributed to

good runners. Their dedication in
terms of miles run and pain

endured has paid off."

Sports chedule

Brian Hall took the fourth slot.
Coach Cockey is quite impressed
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The Peabody-Hopkins Series

presented by
I he Office of Special I:vents

TM. PEABODY CH.4MBER BALLET

FR!!) 1Y. NOVEMBER 4 - 12N00N

Shrive'. Hall Auditorium

FREE ADMISSION

The
unday

Lx Denence

Nondenominational
Office of the Chaplain

presents

MR. CLARENCE MITCHELL, JR.
Cirector of the Washington Bureau, NAACP

to give

"MY ANALYSIS OF THE
CARTER ADMINISTRATION

ON CIVIL AND ECONOMIC RIGHTS"

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 30, 11:00 AM
LISTENING-VIEWING ROOM

LEVERING HALL

•••

0

0

Educated Beer
Tastes Prefer

RECK5S
IMPORTED BEER

Brewed in West
Germany for
800 semesters!

Enjoyed in
140 Countries!
Graduate to Beck's!

Beer Mug Offer!
Handsome, heavy Beck's
Beer Mugs at very special
low price where you buy
Beck's Beer.

Imported by Dribeck, L.I., N.Y.
Dist. in Md. by F.P. Winner

ww

The Wednesday Noon Series

presented by
The Office of Special Events

-CUPID Ph.D..'

A performance of dance, mime, music,
and the•spoken word by "Collage-
Robinne Comissiona. artistic director

WEDNESDAY., NOVEMBER 2- 12 NOON
Garrett Room

Milton S. Eisenhower Library
FREE ADMISSION

( 9 

t
hi Catholic

Community
on Campus
invites you to a

HALLOWEEN PARTY

Saturday, November 29th, at 8:30 P.M.
in Newman House, 2941 N. Charles

Food -Music - Costume Prize
81.00 donation

FEAST OF ALL SAINTS

Tuesday, November 1st
Mass in Garrett Room, MSE Library 12:05 P.M.

••••,mm)los, %•••••, am. ,•••• Iftnn. 

—s—'—'—

The story of two women whose friendship •
suddenly became a matter of life and death.

20th CENIURY-fOX Presents „
A RICHARD ROTH Presentation of A rNE_, LI \ EVA hint

JA\ E F:\ DA VA\ESSA REDGRAVE
 JULIA  

Isa°,1,,,J4S,, R]3ARDS HL H2L3RJ-
ROSEVARY VURPHY and VAXIVILIA SCHELL.Joha„..as

FRED
Directed by

RICPI:lo gRy0TH A.L\II eel'i af j'E T Based_I aFtihri 

story by\
iP5AAPTA,R:=TDIABINCESATT424 GEORGED'hRUE,Q,P9[7d7N-luB kuLrUyX,Eox en,/

OPENS THIS WEEK AT

Westview Theatre

Saturday,
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2 SHOWS 1 & 7:30 P.M. FREE PARKING
$8.50 in advance/ $9.50 at the door
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AGENDA
Committee on Admissions

and Academic Services

Meeting Date:
Time:
Place

Wednesday, Nov. 2, 1977
3:00 p.m.

Conference Room C
Garland Hall

I Introduction of Committee Members
II Review of Financial Aid Policies and Programs

Mr. Denton and Mr. Hood
III Discussion of Proposed Changes in the Placement

Bureau - Mr. Denton
IV Old and New Business

.11110. .11111.-41111.-40. .400. .1111. .41110.

r The Campus HAIR Shoppe
Charles Apts. 3333 Charles St.

Room 108 467-7190

Students with I.D.

Regular $12 haircut - Now $10
on Tues. & Wed.

Thurs. - Sat. $12 (A bit more with
longer hair

0 
,541-

4,6*iv
Unisex Precision Haircutting

for Him or Her
.11•11P. .1•11. .41•1110. .11•11. .11.1111. .1111110. .11111. .111M111.. .4111111. .1111111W

 NIMNIMMONIIIMIEN.11.1116, 

* BAGELS!
• "4111011mmaiolur 

BACK BY
POPULAR DEMAND

Sunday, Oct. 30
11:30 to 1 p.m.
We've ordered lots of bagels, lox,
whitefish, & cream cheese, so we

$1. 0won't run out!

ALL YOU CAN EAT!
In The Great Hall 
Sponsored by the JIM Jewish
Students Association

It's all corning

ito_Detbea in the Rat...

TODAY (& eveag FaiOag)

Happg Houtz 4:55 - 6.35p.m.,

$.10 arc all Oainks/cbips

on the boa

SATURDAY nigiat paaty with All of

the above sounOs, ane some

quasi-taaNtional contests

MONDAY night cootball. beay

touchOown specials

TUESDAY Gigantic sapea-pizorno

FOR new on-tap TUBORG GOLD_

seaveds in Taboag Viking Goblets &

40 oz. mabs. Keep the glassware

- aaccles actea 6 pm. Scaeening oç

Colts' Film (Miracle on 33ads Staeet'

WEDNESDAY beea-tasting coa

connoisseaas only... 2 rnysteag

kegs unveiled, at 8 p.m.

:THURSDAY D-D-D-D-Disco Night

11011111,

The New Arnbaosia

SiOecoalk Buffet
(in the Rathskeller)

MonOag, Oct. 31 Bakecl Ham,

Coaned. Beef, & Pastaami.

Taesdsag Nov. 1 Roast Turkey

and. Dressing

Weclnesdiag, Nov. 2 Gaeat

Spaghetti Westean: Selection of

sauces, gaalic baeaO.

ThaasOag, Nov. 3 Bakec) Ham,

Pastaarni, & Emma's Beer BaaBQO

7c
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Vegetarians: You
are what you eat

by Christy Jo Anderson

The number of vegetarians is growing. Possibly it's just
Part of the samemovement that has . swarms of people
running, lifting weights, taking dance, yoga and TM
lessons, going to awareness workshops, and karate classes.
Many of those that don't eat meat do take part in those

activities, but an even larger number have decided that
they don't have to kill to nourish their bodies. It is
Possible to get all the protein, vitamins and minerals
necessary for a complete diet in the various forms of plant
life.

And in this day and age so many of the different types
Of food we eat are contaminated with an endless number
0f. chemicals. Although DDT is present in all plant life,
and none of us can really avoid having some of it in our
s)'Isrem, it is cumulative. Therefore, the meat that you eat
Will contain all the residue that was present on the plants
that the animal ate and so on.
Even if you are still in the habit of eating meat, the

f°110wing recipes would be a great addition to any meal.
They're simple, almost foolproof, and might even
convince you to give up meat altogether.
Spinach Provencale
21b. fresh spinach
I large onion

C\
t

hart
(Int'd from P. A

.dtiht.,elligence of its viewing
d'uIence, and to recognize their
etsire for a clear understandinguci current events, even the

g
0,0111P' icated ones. Perhaps
the rnost frightening observation
}iat Senator' Hart made was that,
thPerceives a disturbing trend ine

11Thids of people who choose
tb-, run for political office. He
celieves that television has
p°11d1ti0ned us to find
,',rssunalities appealing, to judge
'1'3icians more on their "stage
:},es"ienee'' than on those qualities

ell are more relevant to
erning, but which do not

qu'e across on television. He
4e,stioned whether greats such

k-hurehill and DeGualle would4vse been elected by a generation
Le1evisi0n watchers, reminding

Ile that great people do not
te,cessarily "look good" ontevision.

tie also remarked on the

•

•

•

1 clove garlic
olive oil
butter
2 eggs, beaten
1 cup fresh grated Parmesan cheese
salt and pepper

Wash the spinach leaves carefully and the hard work is
over. Chop the onions and mince the garlic. Heat the olive
oil in a very large: &tie and saute the onion and garlic in
it for a few minutes. When the onion is transparent, add
the spinach and cover tightly. In about two minutes the
spinach leaves will be reduced to a fraction of their

/ former bulk, and you can stir them in with the oil and
onions. Cook a few minutes longer and remove from the
heat.
.Butter a medium-sized baking dish. When the spinach

has cooled slightly,stir in 2 beaten eggs and 1/2-cup of the
grated cheese. Season with the salt and pepper to taste,
and pour themmixture in,to the baking. dish. Sprinkle the

1:77 remaining cheese on top and dot with:15utter. Bake in a
375 degree oven for 10-15 minutes and serve steaming hot.
It serves four.

Rich Pudding
1/up rice, no More
salt
2/3 cup water3 1/2 cups milk

finely grated rind ofl lemon
finely grated rind ofl orange
1 tsp. ground nutmeg
pinch of ground cloves
2 eggs, separated
2/3 cup heavy cream
3 1/2 Tbsp. sugar
1/2 tsp vanilla extract
1/2 cup seedless raisins

Wash the rice. In a large enameled saucepan, cook it in
the ,saltedwater until all the water is absorbed. Add the
milk, the grated lemon and orange rinds, half the nutmeg,
and a pinch of cloves. Let it simmer about 15-20 minutes,
or until it is quite tender, stirring occasionally with a
wooden spoon.
Remove from the heat and let it cool slightly. Stir in

the egg yolks, cream, sugar, vanilla and raisins. Whisk the
egg whites until fluffy and fold them into the mixture.
Pour it into a well-buttered, shallow baking dish, sprinkle
the top with some sugar and the rest of the nutmeg, and
bake in a slow oven (about 300-325 degrees) for 2-3
hours, or until it is nicelybrown on top.

Serve hot or cold, with cream or custard sauce. This is a
great dish for ending a meal that is otherwise low in
protein.

For more recipes, menus, and thoughts about being a
vegetarian, consult The Vegetarian Epicure, by Anna
.Thomas, Vintage Books, 1972, about $4.95.

"homogenization of rhetoric"
increasing "homogenization of
rhetoric," claiming that
politicians are abandoning the
tradition of lengthy yet inspiring
speethes in favor of catchy
phrases which are more

successful with television
audiences. This is just a
manifestation of the more
distressing shift of emphasis from
principles to personalities.
Senator Hart had a number of

criticisms of the way television
reflects the political system, but
unfortunately he offered few
suggestions for remedying the
situation. One proposal of his
was for the television industry to

History speakers
November 3, with a panel
discussion on "Administrative
Constraints on Innovative
Teaching." The panel will feature
the presidents of five colleges,
moderated by Dr. Michael
Hooker of the Philosophy
department. The subsequent
schedule is_as follows:
November 3, 4:00 pm.,

Shaffer 3: "Administrative
Constraints on Innovative
Teaching," featuring Dr. Richard
Weigle, president of Hampshire
College in Northampton,
Massacuhsetts,, Dr. Joseph

McLean, president of Washington
College in Chestertown; Dr.
Ralph John, president of Western
Maryland College in Westminster;
and Dr. Rhoda Dorset, president
of Goucher College in Towson.
November 9, 4:00 pm.,

Listening/Viewing Room,
Levering: "Improving College-
Teaching," featuring Dr. James
Maas, Department of Psychology
at Cornell University.
November 14, 4:00 pm.,

Listening/Viewing Room,
Levering: 'Innovation in
Audio-Visual Techniques,"

featuring Dr.
Professor of
University of De
November 16,

Hall,Leven,iw

fri

01

4:14

Vt.

Glen Porter,
History at the
laware.
4:00 pm., Great
"The Use of

begin self-criticism, to monitor
itself as the print media have
done. This practice is already in
effect, to a degree; perhaps
improving the system would not
be a bad idea.

Encounter Groups in the II
Teaching of Religion," featuring
Dr. Huston Smith, Professor of
Religion at Syracuse University.

Cont. from Kge 8

Lithography is a planographic process that depends on
the antipathy of grease to water. 'The" design is drawn
directly on a bed, traditionally Of limestone, with a greasy
crayon. The stone is wetted, then coated with an oily ink,
which clings to the greasy design and is repelled by the
wet areas.
The exhibit is located on the lower level of the

museum. It will run until December 11. The museum is
open Tuesday through Saturday from 11:00 AM to 5:00
PM, and Sunday from 1:00PM to 5:00 PM: Thursday
evenings it is open between 7:00 and 10:00 PM. The
museum is closed Monday.
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INTERNSHIPS
The Federal Trade Commission is offering one semester internships to

upper class undergraduates and graduate students in the fields of economics,

business administration, marketing, and public administration. These

internships are designed to offer students the opportunity to gain first-hand

experience regarding the Federal Trade Commission and its mission -

protecting the public (consumers and businessmen alike) against

anticompetitive begavior and unfair and deceptive business practices.

The types of projects the students will be engaged in are many and varied,
dependent only upon the background and interests of the student and their

relatedness to the FTC mission. The qualities we are looking for in the

students include academic achievement, maturity, motivation, initiative, and

ability to work independently with a minimum amount of supervision.

To apply, interested students should submit an updated SF-171 (Personal

Qualifications Statement), a college transcript, and a brief outline of their

proposal for the semester-long project. The address is the Federal Trade

Commission, Division of Personnel, Room 121, Sixth Street and

Pennsylvania Avenue, N. W. Washington, D.C. 20580, Attention: LeBaron

Frost. These internships are located in Washington, D.C. and will be offered

during each semester and the summer break. Salary is commensurate with

education and experience.

Applicants will be considered without regard to race, color, religion, sex

national origin, age, marital status, physical handicap, or other nonmerit

considerations.

DAMSEL REDFORD MORRISEY GABRIEL RAGALIA

SYMBOLS OF LOVE

A Keepsake diamond ring

says it all, reflecting your love

in its brilliance and beauty.

The Keepsake guarantee

assures a perfect diamond of

fine white color and precise cut.

There is no finer diamond ring.

Keepsake"
Registered Diamond Rings

rHow to Plan Your Engagement and Wedding
FREE! Beautiful 20-page booklet for planning your engagement and

wedding plus color brochure on vital diamond facts and latest ring

styles. Special bonus coupon saves you 50% on Keepsake Bride's Book,

your complete wedding record. Send 251 for postage and handling.

Name 

Add ress

City  

F 77

State Zip  

Keepsake Diamond Rings, Box 90, Syracuse, New York 13201

Find your Keepsake dealer under Jewelers in the Yellow Pages

or call toll free 800-243-6100. In Connecticut 800-882-6500

A

VERTISE

THE EFFECT UPON

DIRECT FROM NEW ORLEANS

Presented by The Johns Hopkins University Office of Special
Events
Sunday, November 6, 1977 - 7:30 P.M. - Shriver Hall, Homewood
Campus
Tickets $6.00 Regular; $4.75 Full-time students and Senior
Citizens with I.D.

Available at the JHU Union Desk, The Union & Special Events,
Shriver. Mail only to Special Events, Johns Hopkins University,
Balto., Md. 21218, and enclose self-addressed, stamped envelope
with check. Student and Senior Citizen rates require "in person"
purchasing with ID card.

 imoinwomeammemedralseoli. 

WITH

I THE NEWSLETTER
IT'S A SUPER INVESTMENT

CALL. 338-7G47
TUMMY & WEDNESDAY 110 51
r 111111111111.111111111111111111111111 MIMI"

"BETHI 1I
:CONTROL &:1 II
1 ABORTKIN I
MMES. I
1 HILLCREST CLINIC & 1
1 COUNSELING SERVICE I
I BALTIMORE, MD. I
I (301) 788-4400 I
I... ma ow Ns Imumni so an NJ

A resale with a touch of class

BARGAINATA '77
New and nearly new clothes and
.2ccessories for the entire family.

Featuring designer labels, furs,

household items, bric-a-brac and
much more. Everything of top

quality!
Eudowood Shopping Plaza

Goucher Blvd. and Joppa Road

(former Hahn's Shoe store)

Sunday, October 30 11 am to 5 pm

Monday, October 31 11 am to 9 pm

Tuesday, November 1 11 am to 5 pm

Sponsored by

National Council of Jewish Women

HOLDING

THIS THING IS

REAL

TORCH-URE!

FANTASIES • MONSTERS • NIGHTMARES • DAYDREAMS

f,

YTI-4066.oN

In a magnificent full-
color collection of paint-
ings, book-jacket and

record-sleeve illustrations, and etch-
ings, one of the world's most popular
fantasy/science fiction artists offers
notes and commentary on each of his
works. In Mythopoeikon, Patrick Wood-

roffe details the development of his fascina-
tion with fantastic art forms and subject
obsessions, and his interest in "fantastic
realism',' as he studied artists such as Bosch
and Dali. Mythopoeikon is a brilliant visual
experience that will dazzle the eye and mind
of anyone who sees it.

t.

Patrick Woodroffe
$9.95 • Simon and Schuster/A Fireside Book el
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rhe Student Branch of the IEEE WI
3resent a guest speaker on Friday,
r%vember 4th, at 3:30 pm. in Barton
P 117. Mr. E.R. Story, a representative

;rim a local microcomputer store, will,
alsouss "Computers for Homes and\
Hobbyists," and provide a
lemonstration of some of the

Nuipment available through him.
!efreshments will be available.
everyone is invited.

The History of Ideas Club will meet
Tuesday, November 8, at 4:15 pm. in

Boas Room (Gilman 348). Daniel
,Wilson will present a paper entitled
Arthur O. Lovejoy and the History

of the Idea of the Great Chain of
Being "

Le Departement de Fr a ncais vous
offrebette annee encore la possibilite
ide suivre un cours de conversation et
ide culture canadienne a l'Universite de
—tiontreal pendant le minisemestre.
lAssistez a une des reunions suivantes
Our tous renseignements: pris,
,,qement, etc: mardi, premier
OVembre a 1 heure ou mercredi, 2

i'cwombre clans Gilman 221
.1.....C.2itPUS NOTE DEADLINE WEDNESDAY 10:00 P M

There will be two bike rides into the
fall countryside this( weekend.
Saturday's ride will leave from in
front of the new dorms at 12:00 noon.
It will be a leisurely (interpret: slow)
ride of about 20 miles. Bring money
for a food stop. Sunday morning a
ride will leave at 9:00 AM from in
front of the new dorms. The ride will
be about 30 miles, with several stops
to collect wild nuts (hickory, black
walnut, etc.) Bring a backpack.
Everyone is welcome on both rides.
Both rides are sponsored by the Bike
Club.

[he Humanities Dept. presents
Antonioni's L'Eclisse Nov.2, Shriver
'Ian, 9:30 p.m. Admission is $.75

Who are these Republicans anyway?!
For better or for worse, you can find
out for yourself at the next meeting
of the J.H.U. Republican Club on
Wednesday, November 2nd at 7:00
pm in Conference Room A. Those
interested in helping out at a
Republican Rat Nite bash are urged to
attend. Prospective interns, this
meeting is your chance to get a head
start on the second semester
Congressional intern rush!

Outdoors Club Hike-- Sat. October 29.
Ten miles, near Blue Ridge Summit,
Pennsylvania. Meet in front of
Levering Hall at 8:00 a.m.—back about
6:00 p.m. Cost: $1.50-2.00 (at most)
for gas. Bring lunches, canteens, cars.-
Call • John, at 435-15 7 6 7for further

information.

campus

notes

B.I.A. Soccer Tournament this

weekend. Any questions contact Ed
Kasper at 366-5610.

"But to all who received Him, who
believed in His name, he gave power
to become children of God." (John
1:12) The Hopkins Christian
Fellowship invites you to a talk on
"Christ" to be given by Dave English
of Inter-Varsity, November 3 at 6:45
in Conference Room A, Levering Hall.
All are welcome.
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Need help with your termtpaper? The' • Students an staff-can obiain a.rrea
reference staff at the M.S.E. Library
will be happy to help you research
your term paper topic. Drop in at the

'General Reference or Science
Reference Departments, or call for an
appointment: 338-8335.

The final results of the B.I.A. Co-Ed
Volleyball Tournament held on
October 26 are as follows: Oreos 6-0;
Jennings 4-2; Lazear 4-2; Royce 4-2;
Griffin 2-4; Wilson-Wood 1-5; Clark
0-6. Jennings, Lazear and Royce were
tied for second place with Jenninys
defeating Lazear 16-4, Royce defeating
Jennings 15-11, Lazear defeating Royce
15-12 and the Oreos defeating all three
of them to account for their two
losses each. Congratulations to the
Oreos!

ASSERTIVENESS TRAINING open
to staff and students. Express yourself
in a more productive and positive
way! Mrs. Jocelyn Choen will lead, at
the White House, a series of six
;essions on assertiveness skills. The
group will meet on Wednesdays from
5:30 -7 p.m. If interested, call the
White House (338-8278) now. The
;essions are free for all registrants.

copy of the world-famous newsweekly
The Economist by writing The
Economist at Box 7107, Baltimore.

Two's Day Nursery, which has offered
quality educational child care for the
past four years, is moving to new
facilities in the Wyman Park
Multi-Purpose Center, 501 W. 30th
Street. The expanded center is
accepting applications for 2, 3 and 4
year old children from Hampden,
Remington, Charles Village, Abell
Harwood and adjoining
neighborhoods. Operating hours are
7:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m., Monday
through Friday. The fees are adjusted
according to family income. For
example, a family of 2 earning less
than $4800 will pay no fee; a family
of four earning $9901-$10,800 will pay
$11.00/week. The maximum fee is
$37.50/week.

Prospective children and their
parents are invited to an open house
at the Wyman Park Center on
November 7, 1977 from 3:30-5:30
p.m. Telephone inquiries can be made
by calling Kathy Moffett, Director,
433-8538.

CAMPUS NOTE DEADLINE WEDNESDAY 10:00 P M
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How to convince
Mom and Dad to buy you

pre-paid Trailways ticket home
Check boxes, clip out, mail to parents.

INN Mill NMI 11•11 INNS NMI MINI MEI MIN NM 11111 IIIIII MINI INN MEI NM NEE MEI

Dear Mom and Dad,

Things are swell here at college except, of course, the
food, which is so bad that I'm [11 down to 91 lbs. CI living on
salted water CI sending samples to the biology lab [1 hoping
you'll buy me a prepaid Trailways ticket home to get a decent
meal.

I sure could go for some of Mom's good ol' C1 apple pie
111 Riz de Veau a la Financiere blood transfusions CI Trail-
ways tickets paid for at your local station and picked up at
mine.

Dad, next time we get together, I want to tell you
11:1 about my part-time job CI how I suddenly realized what a
truly wise and magnanimous fellow you are CI where I left
your car last New Year's Eve 111 thanks for making this trip
possible with a prepaid Trailways ticket.

I also need some advice on CI a personal matter Li my
backhand 111 where one can hire decent servants these days
[11 how to separate you from a few bucks for a prepaid Trail-
ways ticket.

Got to sign off now and go Li to class [1] to pieces
Li drop three or four courses [1] to the Trailways station to
see if anyone sent me a prepaid ticket to get out of here for
the weekend.

Love,

P.S..Just go to the Trailways station and pay for my ticket, tell
them who it's for and where I am. I pick the ticket up here
when I go to catch the bus.
There is a $5 service charge for prepaid tickets. The user will be notified by the nearest Trailways terminal when the ticket is ready. Prepaid
round-trip tickets are good for one year from the date of purchase. Prepaid one-way tickets are good for 60 days from the date of purchase.
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Trailways

Philanthropy
Has Many
Dimensions.
Robbyn

Is One Of Them.

The Cystic Fibrosis Foundation has
plans for you . . .
plans to help you save dollars
while you help save children's lives.
Children like Robbyn. who are born
with the incurable disease cystic
fibrosis, are depending on your
help — for their hope.
You can become a philanthropist
and a lifesaver, through personal
financial planning guidance avail-
able through the CF Foundation.
Let us show you how to plan a life-
time income with accompanying
tax advantages.
For details, call
your local Cystic Fibrosis Chapter.
or contact:
Cystic Fibrosis Foundation
3379 Peachtree Road, N.E.
Atlanta, Georgia 30326
(404) 262-1100, ext. 50

For more information call Trailways 752-2115
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